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Introduction
On the Making of the Ellis-Yeats Edition,
Associated Materials, and Annotations
by Wayne K. Chapman

I

n concluding “An Introduction for my Plays,” Yeats invoked an Indian sage to
answer the question “Who are your Masters?” The answer was aptly equivocal
for a mystic: “The wind and the harlot, the virgin and the child, the lion and
the eagle” (E&I 530).1 Elsewhere the “Masters” are disembodied voices from “a
Great Memory” (Myth 345), a general mind associated with the Daimon and “his
mediatorial shades” (361), the passionate or “illustrious dead” (335), “the dream
martens that…are master-masons to the living martens” (359). These Masters did
not deny to him that “personality outlives the body” (348). Next to the “vegetable
glass of nature” in which one beholds the world of generation, he held (with
Blake) that “‘the world of imagination’ was ‘the world of eternity’” (E&I 117).
“Our imaginations,” he surmised in 1897, “are but fragments of the universal
imagination.” Twenty years later, having completed the philosophical Per Amica
Silentia Lunae with a show of old and recent learning, he undertook to educate
himself by reading philosophy in response to the dialogues he conducted with the
spirit guides who communicated through the medium of his wife. In particular,
he began by reading closely, though somewhat selectively, the philosophy of several mystics associated with Blake, about whose system Yeats contemplated once
more, following a hiatus of decades.
The point at issue here is twofold: first, that Yeats drew literary profit from his
early encounter with Blake as the co-editor, with Edwin Ellis, of The Works of William Blake: Poetic, Symbolic, and Critical (London: Bernard Quaritch, 1893) and as
sole editor of The Poems of William Blake (The Muses’ Library; London: Lawrence
and Bullen, 1893) and, second, that literary profit eventually compounded with differing accounts of Blake’s influence in A Vision—both 1925 and 1937 versions. This
essay considers Yeats’s early erudition as an editor, which was useful to him when,
later, he took up Blake, Swedenborg, and Boehme again, neither pressing ahead
with an entirely new inquiry, nor simply picking up where he and Ellis left off with
their three-volume edition of Blake’s Works. Historically, there is no doubt about the
significance of this work for 1893. In introducing the 1979 facsimile of the original
edition, Blake scholar G. E. Bentley, Jr., acknowledged that its eccentricities were
outweighed by important accomplishments. Volume 1, for instance, bore with it
a good deal of new information and interpretation, particularly in the
“Memoir” (pp. 1-172), and “The Symbolic System” (pp. 235-420) was far
more ambitious than had ever been attempted before. The “Interpretation
and Paraphrased Commentary” in Volume II (pp. 3-301) attempted to deal
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with Blake’s works comprehensively and systematically, as had not previously
been thought possible or feasible, and the section on “Blake the Artist” (Vol.
II, pp. 305-403) deals with an often neglected side of his work.2
A really big book devoted to Blake would have the effect of elevating Blake’s importance as an illuminated poet (since Blake’s prose works were left out of volume
3); logically, Yeats, the younger of the editors, would stand to gain more than the
elder in confidence and reputation—“I was very proud; here at last was a substantial book; perhaps even, it might seem, a little erudition” (Mem 69). Perhaps the
wonder of it is that two volumes of commentary should be given priority over
Blake when the editors had stated that they intended nothing as a “substitute for
Blake’s own works” (WWB1 vii), i.e. the “Poetic” Blake of volume 3 transposed
from the sequence implied in the subtitle. The wonder of the arrangement, no less
than the noted ambition of the whole project, raises an obvious question: how
much writing for that pioneering edition was Yeats’s and how much Ellis’s? Or,
to ask the same question another way: how much work on that edition did Yeats
claim to be his own apart from that which came to be his by right of possession,
or “eminent domain” (the still useful terminology introduced to literary studies
by Richard Ellmann to acknowledge appropriation in the name of intellectual
influence)?3 In short, how much of the book’s apparatus did Yeats actually write?
In their preface, Ellis and Yeats make an admission about the nature of collaboration in practice while maintaining a high-minded stance on what a four-years’
joint labor of consciousness might achieve for both laborers and readers alike:
The fellow labourers have not worked hand in hand, but rather have been
like sportsmen who pursue the game on different tracks and in the evening divide their spoils. Each has learned in this way that the other was
indispensable. The result is not two different views of Blake, so much as
one view, reached by two opposite methods of study, worked out in order
to satisfy two different forms of mental enjoyment. (WWB1 x)
Instances of their joint annotation of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (see Appendix Two) show that they did not always agree on interpretation. Ellis’s side
of their conversations, as his mind passed into “a labyrinth of abstraction and
subtlety,” resembled that of a medium “in certain conditions of trance” (Au 162);
in the first-draft version of this recollection, Yeats is fairly explicit about the talents of his clairvoyant mentor in their pursuit of “mystic truths” about Blake: “we
believed that he [Ellis] felt supernatural assistance, and he himself passed through
curious states and exultations” (Mem 30). Hence, collaborating with Ellis was
profoundly consequential for Yeats, afterwards the author of A Vision and masterful collections of poetry such as The Tower and The Winding Stair. Too generously,
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no doubt, Yeats wrote in the same draft: “I owe to my discussions with this man
certain doctrines about the Divine Vision and the nature of God which have
protected me for the search for living experience, and owe to him perhaps my
mastery of verse” (30). Because of Ellis’s jealous, “half-mad foreign wife” (28),
who imposed herself between the editors on suspicion that the delicate Yeats had
cast a spell on her (see CL1 244) and lived a dissipated life, Yeats “became the
elder man’s protector” (Mem 29) and did what he could to promote working conditions despite being expelled from the house for weeks at a time and limited to
strolling in the street with Ellis “without her company” (but within her view from
a window, lest she become angry) (28).
Hence complicated relations between collaborators are sometimes informed
by manuscript testimony. Still, the most important evidence to be considered here
was given by Yeats in the following sources: first, in a provisional outline of planned
work toward the Blake edition as Yeats reported it to Ellis in correspondence of
1890; second, in several letters of inscription that Yeats laid into gift copies of the
edition, disavowing certain aspects of the book’s contents; and, third, in a letter of
1893 in which he forcefully asserted himself over Ellis in a dispute concerning the
latter’s meddling in Yeats’s independent edition of Blake’s poetry for The Muses’
Library (1893) and subsequent editions of The Poems of William Blake.
In a letter of “Saturday morning,” almost certainly 6 September 1890, Yeats
said: “I have by me for some time a careful scheme of my part of the work & will
try to follow it.” He provided Ellis with a chapter outline, thus:
Chap. 1. The mystical postulate[.]
“ 2[.] The three persons. The three regions.
“ 3[.] The Four Zoas. The four Elements.
“ 4[.] The Four Atmospheres. The States & Spaces.
“ 5[.] The types & correspondences of these things[.]
Chap. 6. The Rotation of zoas[.]
“ 7. The nine months and the six days of creation.
“ 8[.] Interpretation of large chart[.]
“ 9[.] Blake & Genesis[.]
“ 10[.] Blake & the Historical Books of the Bible[.]
“ 11[.] Blake & the crucifixion[.]
“ 12[.] Blake & Boehmen[.]
“ 13[.] Blake & Swedenborg[.]
“ 14[.] Blake & the Alchemists.
He concluded that these fourteen chapters (forerunners of the twenty-two sections of “The Symbolic System” of volume 1) would be followed by “abstracts of
[the] prophetic books with a chart of the arrangement of the periods etc in most
cases” (NLI 30,550; cf. CL1 224-25). He suggested that they develop a system of
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initialings to distinguish between “quite separate accounts” by the two of them
(in what was to become the “Interpretation and Paraphrased Commentary” of
volume 2), and he asked to borrow some primary research materials that Ellis had
in his home on Milton Road, London: “It would greatly help me if I had those
Swedenborgs you have. May I get them?” Despite restrictions imposed on the
household by the elder man’s German wife, Ellis must have agreed to the loan
because one of these books (WBGYL 2048 [YL 2036]) remained with Yeats long
enough to have been stolen and, after Ellis’s death, restored to Yeats’s possession.
As to initialing, in encyclopedic fashion, their contributions to the commentary
of the “Critical” volume 2, Yeats mainly voiced concern that they should not
contradict each other:
The careless reviewer would seize with delight upon so good a joke as that
two editors had worked for a year & a half on Blake & found he meant
contradictory things. As it is many will believe we have read our meanings into him. Let us work separately by all means…but afterwards we
must compare & bring our work into agreement. It is a mere matter of
saying more or less often that we see the same truth from different sides.
(NLI 30,550; CL1 225-26)
As in his published autobiographical account, he affirmed the value of their discussions to the writing that brought the work of the collaboration “into agreement,” work such as Ellis’s “short abstract of [the] book of Los,” which Yeats
thought “admirable but difficult” and fraught with technical terms of Ellis’s making that were employed without definition, “much as Blake’s own.”
Taking both credit and blame as a Blake editor, Yeats also has left us the testimony of three letters of inscription on his share of responsibility in the making of
the historic 1893 edition. As it was sometimes his practice—indeed, a habit that
Lady Gregory encouraged—he introduced an autograph note, on 14 November
1899, on the front flyleaf of her copy of The Works of William Blake, volume 1,
now in the Henry W. and Albert A. Berg Collection of the New York Public Library (Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations; CL2 468-69). Perhaps he wrote the
inscription’s remarkable postscript at another sitting; however, the postscript gives
particulars well beyond the generalizations of the body of the note—a pattern
replicated in other copies of the book. Simply, the body of the note complains:
This book gives me no particular pleasure, at least my part does not. It
is substantially correct in its interpretations, but it is full of misprints
for which I am not responsible as I saw only a few of the proofs; & its
description of the doctrine of more ancient mystics than Blake are inadequate, & in one or two cases mistaken. When I have tried to read Blake
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in this light I have blundered through not having enough light—as in the
at[t]ributions of the tribes of Israel. (CL2 468-69)
After 1917, the inadequacy of those commentaries on the “more ancient mystics” would receive remediation under the tutelage of his wife, George, her Spirit
Guides, and his own immersion in the mystic writers that he had entrusted to
Ellis in the making of the Blake edition of 1893. In the postscript, he gave the
following account of the division of that early labor:
PS. The book was written in this way. I wrote a life of Blake about as
long as any life of him in the Muses Library Book, an account of The
Symbolic system as a whole, & a short interpretative argument of each
prophetic book. Ellis expanded, or rather completely rewrote the life into
its present form; he accepted with some additions & modifications the
chapter on the symbolic system, & expanded the short arguments to
ten times their original length; & wrote a number of the chapters. The
critical interpretation of the philosophy, which is contained in both his
work & mine[,] was made out absolutely togeather [sic]. His mind was
far more minute than mine, but less synthetic & had a tendency to make
generalization on imperfect foundations, & was to remain content with
[?detected] discoveries—we worked about four years & our method was
to collate every mention of a mythological personage, or symbol. Ellis
compiled a concordance to aid us. (CL2 469)
Lady Gregory cannot have hoped for a more interesting summary of the book’s
modus operandi, yet a further note disclaims direct responsibility for most of the
writing: “With the exception of the part called ‘The Symbolic System,’” Yeats said,
“almost all of the actual writing is by Ellis.”
A few months later, Yeats repeated the exercise and the disclaimer on the
flyleaf of his own precious vellum bound copy of the book (see Figure 1, below),
which is still in his library:
The writing of this book is mainly Ellis’s, the thinking is as much mine as
his. The biography is by him. He rewrote and trebled in size a biography
of mine [that is, the serviceable life that Yeats published, with thanks to
Ellis, as the Introduction to his Muses’ Library edition of The Poems of
William Blake]. The greater part of the ‘symbolic system’ is my writing;
[yet] the rest of the book was written by Ellis working over short accounts
of the books by me, except in the case of the [section called] ‘literary period’[,] the account of the minor poems, & the account of Blake’s art theories[,] which are all his [that is, Ellis’] own except in so far as we discussed
everything together. (WBGYL 227 [YL 220]; qtd. in Wade 218, p. 224)
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FIGURE 1. Yeats’s inscription on the flyleaf of The Works of
William Blake, ed. Edwin Ellis and W. B. Yeats (London,
1893); see Appendix One below.
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Conferring definitive status to these statements, Yeats signed: “W. B. Y. May 3.
1900.” But he was not satisfied until he had recorded other reservations and confidences about the collaboration as well as his own weaknesses:
P.S. The book is full of misprints. There is a good deal here & there in
the biography etc with which I am not in agreement. I think that some
of my own constructive symbolism is put with too much confidence. It
is mainly right but parts should be used rather as an interpretive hypothesis than as a certainty. The circulation of the Zoas, which seems to me
unlike anything in traditional symbolism, is a chief cause of uncertainty,
but most that I have written on the subject is at least part of Blake’s plan.
There is also uncertainty about the personages who are mentioned by him
too seldom to make one know them perfectly; & here and there elsewhere.
| W.B.Y. May. 1900. (WBGYL 227 [YL 220]; qtd. in Wade 218, p. 224)
Conferring authority to this addendum by signing and dating it, Yeats ended his
fullest such account of the division of labor on the project and of the defective
nature of its product.
In the Autobiographies, Yeats speaks generously of Ellis as a gifted, eccentric,
engaging personality with a mind “constantly on the edge of trance” (Au 164). In
four years, from 1889 and from four sentences scribbled onto a scrap of paper, Ellis
and Yeats “trace[d] the connection between [Blake’s] system and that of Swedenborg or of Boehme,” and Yeats was to have “recognized certain attributions, from
what is sometimes called the Christian Cabbala, of which Ellis had never heard”
when they began their work (161). “After months of discussion and reading,” Yeats
said, “we made a concordance of all Blake’s mystical terms,…much copying to be
done in the [British] Museum” and elsewhere, where they were treated well but
watched “to see that [they] did not steal the manuscripts” (161-62).
Many years later, Yeats made an entry in Maud Gonne’s copy of The Works
of William Blake that stressed the bibliographic rarity of the book, probably just
before she sold her set (see CL Intelex 5158; ALS, Yeats to Maud Gonne [as
“P.I.A.L.”], 6 September 1928), and expressed his dismissive regard for its makers:
“Keep the book out of my sight. Ellis was a wild man & I a most ignorant boy & I
long to correct every page. We did however persuade people that Blake knew what
he was talking about if we did not.” Self-effacing but perhaps more enigmatically
so, he added the following thought: “Something we did know[,] however, though
I shall die without discovering why[:] ‘The number of Outhoon is 2002.’”4 As
he noted at various points in his own copy of the book (WBGYL 227 [YL 220]),
there were numerous faults that were the publisher’s; and “Old Quaritch” takes
lots of blame in the note Yeats inscribed in volume 1, on the front endpaper, of
Gonne’s copy. Interestingly enough, in volume 2 and many years earlier, Ellis
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himself had commented beside a gloss at the foot of page 41: “this note belongs
to the close of the previous chapter & is placed here by error. It refers to the poem
‘The Mental Traveller’. E. J. E. [Edwin John Ellis].”
Since Yeats wrote the “greater part” of “The Symbolic System,” or pages [235]
to the end of volume 1 of the Ellis-Yeats Blake, including speculations on the
“circulation of the Zoas,” he would naturally return to this matter, in decades
to come, when he formulated his own theory of the gyres. In book 2 of A Vision
(1925), Yeats introduces Blake’s poem “The Mental Traveller” both as forensic
evidence and as a mystery the Spirit Guides had only recently allowed the Yeatses,
husband and wife, to puzzle out. Yeats wrote:
When Edwin J. Ellis and I had finished our big book on the philosophy
of William Blake, I felt that we had no understanding of this poem:
we had explained its details, for they occur elsewhere in his verse or his
pictures, but not the poem as a whole, not the myth, the perpetual return to the same thing; not that which certainly moved Blake to write it;
but when I had understood the double cones, I understood it also. The
woman and the man are two competing gyres growing at one another’s
expense.…In our system also it is a cardinal principle.… (AV A 134)
Swedenborg and Swedenborgians were a known influence on Blake, but “those
beings which gave that knowledge [‘of gyres and vortexes’] as it is in ‘The Spiritual
Diary’ may have given it to Blake also,” Yeats speculated (134).
However, if “mystic truths” had been conveyed to The Works of William Blake
by “supernatural assistance,” as Yeats and Ellis believed, there were fundamentally
mundane and human reasons that frustrated the collaborating men besides “the
merciful stupidity of the body” (Au 164), a jealous wife, and the procedure of mixing “philosophical discussion…with improvised stories” (162). A genuine competition emerged between the editors by the time Ellis had taken charge of the proofs,
having rewritten much of the lesser pieces Yeats had given him to incorporate, expanding “short arguments to ten times their original length,” and trebling the “serviceable life” that Yeats had written in a nimbler style and with greater economy.5
By mid-February 1893, with the appearance of the large Quaritch edition of The
Works of William Blake, Yeats was already rectifying his shorter life of Blake in the
introduction to The Poems of William Blake, a popular edition published later in
the same year by Lawrence and Bullen in a single volume. It claimed for Yeats, in
first-person singular, the discovery of Blake’s purported Irish ancestry (also worked
into the Quaritch edition) on the authority of a mistaken source.6 A set of proofs
for the introduction and for some part of Blake’s texts were examined by Ellis, who
angered Yeats by sending corrections of his own directly to Yeats’s publisher when
there was an issue of erratic forms in King Edward the Third on which Yeats sought
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Ellis’s opinion but intended the scholarly A. H. Bullen to be the judge. Although
addressing Ellis affably enough at first, Yeats’s tone becomes fairly brutal when he
lectures Ellis on the significance of multiple errors in judgment:
[W]hen I came to read for the first time your amendations to “Edward III” I
was surprised at their number. I half sympathize with Bullen. They are quite
in their place in the big book for the library like our “Works of William
Blake” which being so expensive would come into no one’s who had not
already…some other & literal Blake. In a 5 [shilling] edition however they
would lead to a feeling of unrest in the readers mind (he having probably
no other Blake). In any case Bullen’s objection that the reviewer would be
scandalized held good. The reason I was so disgusted at your bringing them
direct to him was that I had already corrected the printed version (I sent in
the amended text from the big book to save time) restoring the original version & had intended…to forward your proof sheet which I was expecting
every day & my own with it, & to say that I wanted Bullen to decide himself
upon the matter and that I thought there was no half way house possible
between your very much amended text & Blake’s irregular one and that he
should take one or the other. If ever I get any more proofs from Bullen or
get any further with this book I will send you a proof of what I say about the
text. I think you will see that it is fair & justifies the text in the small book
without being unjust to the text in big book. (NLI 30,550—ALS, Yeats to
Ellis, dated “[after 16 February 1893]” in CL1 352-53)
The revised galley sheets of the “small book” of Blake’s poems show that Yeats
generally stood by the texts of Blake’s Notebook (“the MS book”), which had been
introduced by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, with alterations and additions, to Alexander Gilchrist’s The Life of William Blake (London: Macmillan, 1863) and adopted
by W. M. Rossetti in The Poetical Works of William Blake, Lyrical and Miscellaneous
(the Aldine Edition, 1890; WBGYL 219 [YL 212]); moreover, Yeats labored in
those proofs to write insertions for the “Notes” that would not be “unjust” to the
“big book” he had edited with Ellis. These observations are borne out in insert
“D,” which shows that Yeats did, on the whole, exercise restraint in treating diplomatically his reversion to the Blake texts of “the MS book,” at variance with Ellis’s
inclination in WWB to emend Blake beyond the example of the Aldine edition:
This restoration has had to be made in the notes[,] however[,] in one or
two instances owing to a certain number of pages having been posted <by
mistake> before Mr Ellis copy of the MS book [?that] the editor arranged
The restorations are not always to the advantage of the poems though in
some cases they certainly are. It is possible that future editors may prefer a
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middle text between the present literal one & Mr. Rossetti’s much modified one. (NLI 30,289)
However, Edwin Ellis maintained the course he’d set on Blake, issuing a volume of biography and notes called The Real Blake: A Portrait Biography in 1907
and a two-volume edition of The Poetical Works of William Blake (1906; WBGYL
218 [YL 211]), the latter of which must have given pain to Yeats to find in it his
Poems of William Blake receiving the kind of hostile criticism that he had given
to R. Herne Shepherd’s book of the same title (1887; WBGYL 214 [YL 207])—
marked as the competition, in effect. Yeats’s copy of Ellis’s new edition shows that
the injury to Yeats was inflicted in the first volume. In a note (“How the ‘Poetical
Sketches’ Are Edited Here”), Ellis goes straight to the sore point, which appears to
be marked by a deliberate typographical fault:
“Fair Elenor”…and the remaining poems of this group are exactly reproduced from “Poetical Sketches” as printed in 1783, with the exception
of the Edward III., in which there are a few verbal emendations—none
at all in the first speeches. The incorrect text of the original edition is
exactly reproduced without emendation or comment in the selections
from Blake published in a cheap volume by Lawrence and Bullen, with
Introduction by Mr. J. B. Yeats [sic]. (WBGYL 218 [YL 211], p. 60)
Interestingly, Yeats left a bookmark at the end of “Fair Elenor,” at pages 8-9 of
volume 1, suggesting that he had read the corresponding note.
On page 97, in notes to Songs of Innocence and of Experience, Ellis quotes an
untitled poem of three stanzas that he calls “The Chain of Deceit” and then makes
the following issue of Yeats’s transcription:
The first two stanzas only of this have been printed by Mr. Yeats, who calls
it “Freedom and Captivity.” It is almost illegible. The present editor reads
the difficult and obscure words somewhat differently from Mr. Yeats and
from Mr. Rossetti, though even now he has no absolute certainty that the
words love inclined in the first line of the last verse, and cruel is when most
in the second, are really Blake’s. They are the best conjecture he can make.
Ellis’s boast that his skills at decipherment had surpassed those of Yeats and William Michael Rossetti is not very subtle; and, in notes to “The Everlasting Gospel,” Ellis defends at length his principles of emendation against those of Yeats.
In Blake’s case, “the intervention of an editor is absolutely necessary if the poem
is to be given to the public” (192). Rendered by the Rossettis, “The Everlasting
Gospel” offered “little frankness” and “scrupulosity” though Ellis and Yeats had
tried to give both in the Quaritch edition, with a degree of thoroughness “practixviii

cally sufficient” for the reader. However, that edition was followed by Yeats’s Poems
of William Blake, which failed to incorporate “a few fragmentary lines here and
there” in the poem and “worked with a knowledge that he must needs produce a
result a little short of perfection” by means of “disingenuous concealment.” Yeats
receives further ribbing (on pp. 195-96) for omitting lines he thought illogical or
unfinished, and the critique of Yeats’s presentation of the poem concludes squarely, if rather sarcastically, on the fundamental issue of authority:
Readers wishing to follow Mr. Yeats’s treatment of [the MS. book] can do so
by omitting the first twelve lines of it, and placing the remainder between
the line “When the soul slept in beams of light” and “Was Jesus chaste,
or did he” of the still fragmentary second part. The only drawback to this
arrangement is that it disguises the changes of mood under which Blake
wrote.…We lose [with Yeats’s omission of the fragments] a real and personal comprehension of the author himself, which as the present, or as it may
be called the biographical, method of printing enables us to retain. (197)
There were also differences between the Ellis text and the Yeats text “in the order
of the lines in the second form of the poem,” although less significant and “made
unwillingly after much revision.”
The second volume of Ellis’s The Poetical Works of William Blake in the Yeats
library is clean and without reference to Yeats in the notes to Vala and Jerusalem,
Blake’s texts and Ellis’s notes being the volume’s sole contents. Following W. M.
Rossetti’s example, the Muses’ Library edition by Yeats had not made an issue of
“emendations” in either of those long poems.

•
On 17 July 1911, Yeats acknowledged to his father that he had lost touch
with their mutual friend and was sad to learn of Ellis’s condition. Ellis had been
in declining health and had moved about since Yeats had last visited him in Paris,
twelve years before, and had “realized with a shock how intolerable” Mrs. Ellis
was, believing that Ellis had felt his hostility to her (CL Intelex 1680). By November 1911, Yeats began corresponding with Ellis again, initially due to a letter from
another party (possibly Geoffrey Keynes) that he passed on to Ellis as an enclosure
with a brief cover note (CL Intelex 1752).7 On the next opportunity, Yeats volunteered news about Irish plays, gossip about Maud Gonne as divorced woman and
“very pious Catholic,” and word about friends in London whose understanding
of Blake they credited, in his words, “to you and me,” offering to send his latest
books and thanking Mrs. Ellis for writing to him (1 August 1912; CL Intelex
1957). On 8 September 1912, Yeats wrote another letter to say that gift copies of
his poems and dramatic criticism had already been posted to Ellis and more was
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to follow as it came out (CL Intelex 1974). Near the end, after a crippling stroke
in 1913, Ellis was moved to a temporary lodging in Folkstone, where Yeats visited
him and found him in a coherent but paralyzed state and Mrs. Ellis “grown sane
having at last something to do” (CL Intelex 2257).8 In 1916, Edwin Ellis died in
Germany in the care of his wife, Philippa, who renewed contact with Yeats after
the war, partly to settle her husband’s affairs, at least by returning some prized letters by Yeats’s father and offering certain books from Ellis’s library.
By then, Yeats had married, was installed as a senator in the Irish Free State,
and had settled with his wife and two young children in lodgings on Merrion
Square, Dublin, where bullet holes in the windows measured “a deadly distance
from the floor” (CL Intelex 4362). It was now August 1923. Philippa Ellis had possibly heard of the death of J. B. Yeats in New York in 1922, and her condolences
might have been delayed in reaching the old man’s son. Yeats was able to acknowledge receiving her missive of a month earlier but could not verify other attempts
she had made to reach him: “I find that letters still go astray & of course many did
during our civil war.” He affirmed that he “would greatly like to have those 10 letters” by JBY as he planned to edit “shortly…a book of his letters,” but he was “sorry
about the books” unless “someday I may get to Germany,” observing that “postage
to this country may be heavy” (7 Aug. 1923; CL Interlex 4354). By 29 August, he
had received from her his father’s letters and vowed to reimburse her expense for
postage service, which remained bad (CL Intelex 4362). Finally, by 30 October, he
sent her a U.S. dollar bill as “[o]ur Irish postage stamps would be of no use to you,
& there are no money orders now for Germany” (CL Intelex 4389).
If Yeats had only been offered the return of his own books of poetry and
prose, he might not have hinted that a future trip to Germany was possible. If
Philippa Ellis had offered him only selections from her husband’s collection of
Blake and associated mystics, including Boehme and Swedenborg, Yeats would
have been sorry to miss such a chance due to impossible conditions, because he
and his wife, George, were at that time engaging in experiments in the occult that
involved research in that very section of his own library (in older as well as recently acquired titles), including materials that had been used during his collaboration
with Edwin Ellis more than thirty years before. Certainly, Yeats’s last letter to Mrs.
Ellis, acknowledging additional gifts she had made from Ellis’s effects—tokens
given to honor both his memory and, by then, Yeats as Nobel Laureate—makes
patent the business she tried to transact without much success:
I use my Dublin paper but am in Galway, where I have an old Tower, for
the summer. My wife and children are here.…I thank you very much for
the ‘Ahania’ coloured by your husband in facsimile of Blake. I am very
glad to have it. It is a fine bit of work. Yes—the play came & I thank you
for it. I put it on my shelf to await a leisure moment & forgot it. I am
sorry & will make a point of reading it when I get back to Dublin.9
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In the W. B. Yeats library in Ireland, Yeats’s reading notes in mystic writers
often demonstrate a mind absorbed in the task of interpreting the so-called Automatic Script of Mrs. Yeats aided by the mysticism of books acquired during the
first several years of the couple’s marriage, when Yeats wrote A Vision according
to its original outline and before earnestly presenting it, in 1923, to publisher
T. Werner Laurie for the private printing of 1925. The advertisement for AV A,
among twenty-seven letters and an incomplete manuscript copy at the Woodruff
Library, Emory University, anticipated a spiritual milestone, as Yeats thought of
the work: “The greater portion of the book, an exposition of these notes, contains
a mystic philosophy as radical as that of Swedenborg and as novel as that was on
its first publication.”10 On 7 September [1923], Yeats wrote to Laurie to say that
he was sending “the first big bundle of [this] new book,” which carried within it
symbolism “sweet enough” for “[t]hose few who master my symbols”; he was full
of enthusiasm for a discipline and labor that over six years had recast his creative
life, easily eclipsing the significance of the Ellis-Yeats collaboration on Blake in
the early 1890s. He boasted that “Such wisdom of life, result of much toil &
concentration, as has been granted to me, that part of me that is a creative mystic,
that made out of the shadow of Swedenborg, is in this book” (CL Intelex 4364).11
Thus, in book 2, chapter 2 of AV A (“The Geometrical Foundation of the Wheel,”
later entirely recast), the shadow of Swedenborg, the sentinel Angel whose writings were as the shroud of Poetic Genius, hovered over much of Yeats’s rekindled
Blake speculation in the first few years of his marriage (especially in bk.2, ch. 2,
pt. 3, “Blake’s Use of the Gyres”) in conjunction with materials drawn from ancient Greek philosophy, of which Yeats had little direct knowledge at that time:
Swedenborg wrote occasionally of gyrations, especially in his “Spiritual
Diary,” and in “The Principia” where the physical universe is described as
built up by the spiral movement of points, and by vortexes which were
combinations of these; but very obscurely except where describing the
physical universe, perhaps because he was compelled as he thought to
keep silent upon all that concerned Fate…; and [see WBGYL 248 [YL
240]: 160] there is that gyring “tangle of world lines in a fourth dimensional space” of later discoverers, and of course Descartes and his vortex,
Boehme and his gyre, and perhaps, were I learned enough to discover it,
allusions in many writers back to antiquity. Arrived there I am attracted
to a passage in Heraclitus which I can, I think, explain more clearly than
his English commentators. (AV A 128)12
Yeats’s now familiar twenty-eight phases of the Great Wheel had its antecedent in
the twenty-seven Heavens of the Mundane Shell in WWB1, morphed from circle
to helix in Yeats’s “The Symbolic System,” laying the signs of the Zodiac upon
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the geometry of heaven as described by Swedenborg. With one or two fragments
by Heraclitus, Blake’s difficult poem “The Mental Traveller” would eventually inspire the countervailing, waxing and waning, male- and female-gendered gyres as
conceived by Yeats and his wife, who understood herself to be both symbol and
medium of his quest for the antithetical self as I describe elsewhere, in accounts
of the making of the dialogic poem “The Phases of the Moon” and the unfinished
Noh play of 1918-1923. Selections from Blake’s poem appear in AV A without
exegesis although an interpretation had been prepared by Yeats that Ellis bypassed
with notes of his own in WWB2 (see 31-36). The logic of Yeats’s use of poetry (his
own and Blake’s) in A Vision I have also addressed elsewhere and cite later on, after
considering further the recombinate nature of Swedenborg’s influence on Yeats,
notably marked with the appearance of his essay “Swedenborg, Mediums and the
Desolate Places” in Lady Gregory’s Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland (1920),
volume 2.
Beginning with the unexpected return to Yeats’s possession, in 1919, of an
1883 edition of Swedenborg’s Angelic Wisdom concerning the Divine Love and
concerning the Divine Wisdom (WBGYL 2048 [YL 2036]), as unpublished letters
suggest in the Edwin Bliss Hill Papers of the Henry E. Huntington Library, old
interests were awakened. In addition, as the reading notes show in other works by
Swedenborg, Yeats used Blake as an index not only to comprehend The Spiritual
Diary (WBGYL 2052 [YL 2040]) and The Principia (WBGYL 2051 and 2051A
[YL 2039 and 2039A]) but also to interpret the Arcana Coelestia (WBGYL 2049
[YL 2037]), with cross-references to key passages in other works on Yeats’s reading
table at roughly the same time.13 For instance, on page 5 of the Arcana Coelestia, volume 1, he records in the margin that “Comparison of this | chapter with
Boehme’s `Mysterium Magnum’ | shows how much more Blake was indebted to
Boehme | than to Swedenborg for his | fundamentals.” Although this copy of Swedenborg is an edition of 1891, the Boehme it references has only one specimen in
the library (WBGYL 246 [YL 238]), an edition of 1924 but virtually uncut. (Like
many books bought in sets with Yeats’s 1923 Nobel Prize money, so the Mysterium
Magnum evidently post-dated an earlier reading.) Roughly coincident with his
encounter with The Spiritual Diary of Swedenborg is Yeats’s reading and marking
of Theodor Fechner’s On Life After Death (1914; WBGYL 678 [YL 665]), from
which the doctrine of “dreaming back” informed the 1918 elegy “Shepherd and
Goatherd” and its contemporary “play for dancers,” The Dreaming of the Bones.
The annotation “Fechner | sees the | dead in | a kind of | coocoon cocoon” (inscribed on p. 431, at paragraph 1371 of The Spiritual Diary, vol. 1) is proof positive of Yeats’s resurgent encounter with Swedenborg.14
In short, Yeats’s reading fit into the context of the Automatic Script and its
writing, which, in turn, was influenced a good deal by Blake, Boehme, and Swedenborg from 5 November 1917 to 29 March 1920, as well as later in the soxxii

called Sleep and Dream Notebooks, the Vision Notebooks, and the Card File.
“The world of imagination is the world of Eternity,” Blake wrote and Yeats repeated in 1924 (E&I 151). Poetry involves prophecy, yet to be inspired is to participate in collaboration: “I dare not pretend to be any other than the Secretary[;] the
Authors are in Eternity.”15 On Swedenborg’s underestimated influence on Yeats’s
cosmology, someone still needs to write a book. As they consider the influence
of Swedenborg and Boehme on the Ellis-Yeats edition of Blake, Masterson and
O’Shea do not differentiate between readings undertaken at various times and
applied to different projects.16 The annotations that Yeats laid in his books, as I
have shown,17 represent multiple, successive readings. But to confirm the argument of this essay, let it suffice to give but another example of successive reading
and recombinate influence that one finds in the volumes of Swedenborg in Yeats’s
library. Given the complications inherent to collaboration as a process, the best
illustration derives from the incredible journey of Angelic Wisdom concerning the
Divine Love and concerning the Divine Wisdom, or, as Blake truncates the title in
the British Museum copy he once owned, simply Wisdom of Angels.
The tale is taken up in a letter of 23 May 1918 by Elizabeth (“Lollie”) Yeats
in response to a query from an American subscriber, Edwin Bliss Hill, who was
something of a counterpart to her in Arizona and Texas as the owner of a private
press. Though his correspondence with her began four years earlier, an unusual
discovery made him ask about her brother’s collaboration with Edwin John Ellis
on The Works of William Blake. Like her brother, she did not keep Hill’s side of
the correspondence; yet, because he saved theirs, a remarkable lost-and-found
story emerges from the following excerpts from the Hill Collection. First, there
is Lollie’s reply:
My sister [Lily] & I are greatly interested and puzzled by what you tell us
of the Swedenborg book—I will send on your letter to my brother who
is in Galway. I can’t imagine him selling his books—at any rate he never
spoke of selling any—but I will ask him—Edwin J. Ellis died in Germany last year—he had married (for a second time) a German lady—he was
I think a complete invalid before he died[;] he was brilliantly clever—
but queer always—a much older man than my brother and he and his
brother Tristram Ellis (who is an artist) were both I think at Heatherlays
Art School with my Father—so they were first my fathers friends.…18
Second, after Lollie’s referral, there is W. B.’s response of 30 October 1918, taken
by dictation in the hand of his wife, George Yeats:
My sister sent me some time ago a letter of yours about a copy of “Divine Art & Wisdom” given by Ellis to me. I remember the book. [I]t was
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[?] lost in Dublin, with a number of other things, at a lodging where I
sometimes stayed, which was broken into during my absence. The annotations were made at a time when Edwin Ellis & I were bringing out
our large book of interpretation of the philosophy of William Blake. The
Blake books on Swedenborg are among the most valuable indications as
to his meaning. Edwin Ellis was a painter & poet, occasionally a very fine
poet. He died a couple of years ago in Germany where he was living, a
bed-ridden invalid when war broke out. (CL Intelex 3517)
Third, writing from Ballylee Castle on 15 June 1919, Yeats intimates that his
wife’s experiments with automatic writing had kindled in him a desire to delve
once more into the Swedenborgian substratum of Blake’s thinking, acknowledging the value of the book and barring no expense to himself (or “trouble” to Hill)
because of the extent of the annotations that he and Ellis had copied into the
Swedenborg:
Forgive my long delay. Keep the Swedenborg volume by all means. If
however you could get a typist, at my expense, to copy the marginal
notes—those in my handwriting or in Edwin Ellis’s—giving reference to
page & line for each I would be greatly obliged. I would also like to know
date etc. of edition. This would help me if I ever again write on Blake. I
hope this will not give you too much trouble. (CL Intelex 3617)
A full-time employee of the U.S. Reclamation Services by day and a printer by
night, Hill chose to be generous. As a result, on 17 October 1919, dictating from
his home in Oxford, Yeats wrote:
It was very kind of you to send me the Swedenborg, of and truth be it
spoken I am very glad of it. I have thoughts of taking up the problem
of Blake again, though only as to some details of his symbolism, & now
that I am so seldom in London, it would be difficult for me to recopy the
notes to Swedenborg. I hardly know what to send you in return. My wife
thinks you would care most for some manuscript & in the next few days
I shall find something to send to you.… (CL Intelex 3662)
After delaying selection of a manuscript for over two months, Yeats finally made
his choice: a holograph copy of “A People’s Theatre: A Letter to Lady Gregory,”
first published in The Irish Statesman in December 1919, reprinted in Plays and
Controversies (London: Macmillan, 1923). His transmittal letter would leave it to
the correspondent to guess what relevance the manuscript bore to the returned
work of Swedenborg: “Dear Mr Hill,” Yeats began from Oxford on 5 January
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1920, “Here is the MSS I promised—it is the MSS of an essay which will introduce a reprint of my dramatic criticism. I should have sent it before but for
procrastination & I can only apologise” (CL Intelex 3702).
The twenty-six numbered folios of the manuscript make casual use of Blake
and, in a single instance, analogic use of Swedenborg’s “marriage of the angels”
to assert that the conjunction of “intellect & emotion…is a conflagration of the
whole being” (f. 3r). On the subject of “unity of being,” several pages later (f.
10v), a vexed sentence became clarified and expanded in a revision that the typist missed when turning the page, unfortunately, to the effect that Yeats failed
to catch the omission as the essay advanced to succeeding stages of writing and
revision. The unintentionally cut sentences were an interpolation, easily missed:
In love this is not less desire than in lust but that one string of desire,
sets all the other strings of the instrument sounding, [?beauty], for sight
wisdom, hope[,] memory, & it is so with oth other emotions & perce[p]
tion, in those who obtain knowledge of “the human form” (Blakes use of
the term) from will it self. And like who hear the ela Like all who see hear
the elaborate music, like all subjectives who know their own nature[.]19
Hence, in this discarded passage, as in the 1925 version of A Vision, we find Yeats
“taking up the problem of Blake again” after nearly three decades had passed.
Blake’s Swedenborgian idea of “the human form divine,” celebrated and satirized
in Songs of Innocence and of Experience in the two poems entitled “The Divine
Image,” had been traced, mainly by Ellis, to the 1788 translation of Wisdom of
Angels that Blake had annotated. Copying from the same British Library property,20 Ellis was faithful to Blake’s inscriptions although narrow margins of the
1883 edition into which he copied frustrated exact simulation of the original.
He gave the copy to Yeats, as its inscription and Yeats’s own account to Hill bear
out, and published a report on Blake’s notes in The Real Blake. As Yeats recorded
on the back of the title page, “Any markings made by me are in pencil.” (See Appendix Three.) Theirs amounts to the first transcription of several made in the past
century and introduced to Blake scholarship with varying degrees of agreement.
The first complete readings of the marginalia after Ellis’s 1907 account are found
in Geoffrey Keynes’s Blake: Complete Writings with Variant Readings (1957, rev.
1969) and David Erdman’s The Complete Poetry and Prose of William Blake (1965,
rev. 1982).21 Blake’s notes at chapters 10 and 11 (“God Is Very Man”) marked the
equivalence of the “Poetic Genius which is the Lord,” or, in the words of Swedenborg, “a Divine Human”: “In all the heavens there is no other idea of God, than
the idea of a man[;]…that God is a Man, [and] all angels and all spirits in the
perfect form are men.”
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FIGURE 2. Swedenborg, Wisdom of Angels, Ch. 10, annotated by Edwin
Ellis after Blake. See Appendix Three.
There are variants between Blake’s annotations and Ellis’s transcription of them
in the errant copy of Swedenborg that Edwin Hill generously returned to Yeats in
1919. More significant, however, are discrepancies between Blake and the versions
printed in the Erdman and Keynes editions. In the majority of cases, Erdman22 is
accurate, for, technically, his are the more diplomatic and preferable to both those
of Keynes and Ellis. Still, Erdman ventured out on a limb with speculation about a
tantalizing page written (and almost thoroughly effaced) on the flyleaf of the British Library copy. Much too complicated to compare here the original to Keynes
and Erdman, one can say that Ellis and Keynes (and Bentley) are more cautious
than Erdman on the inscribed flyleaf—and Ellis most cautious of all, giving no
more than seemed certain to him at a quick perusal: “There is no good will [W]ill
is | always evil - - - - (the rest | rubbed out)” (WBGYL 2048 [YL 2036]; cf. The Real
Blake 106). For Yeats’s part, the matter was treated with humor:
The emotional Degree is associated with will by Swedenborg, hence
Blake wrote on the fly-leaf of “Divine Love and Wisdom” “There is no
good will. Will is always evil.” The rest is illegible, having been rubbed
out, probably, by heresy-hating Tatham, in whose possession the book
was originally. (WWB1 240)
One becomes nettled by Keynes’s silently punctuating Blake at times, but one
may agree with him, and Erdman, that Blake’s note may be read well beyond its
first line. Keynes and Erdman agree (aside from punctuation) for several lines until
the text becomes virtually impossible to read even when enhanced by ultraviolet
light. For a little way into this terrain Keynes is the surest guide because Erdman
(like Bentley later on) misreads a citation, rendering the inscription “Wisdom of
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Angels [4]22” as if it said “H[eaven] & Hell Chapter 425.” If Blake’s note were
given as a reference to another book, as seems unlikely, the other text, Swedenborg’s Heaven and Its Wonders and Hell from Things Heard and Seen (De Caelo et ejus
Mirabilibus, et de Inferno ex Auditis et Visis) might offer more than it does in sense
and relevance. This was the 1784 translation that Blake read yet barely annotated,
and nowhere in the 425th chapter, called “The World of Spirits and Man’s State
After Death.”23 Erdman’s largely wishful misreading is understandable although
the citation was superimposed over an erasure: “Angelic Wisdom.” The reference
is actually to a passage that Blake bracketed twice (on p. 422) for emphasis and to
a greater extent than Erdman reports for Chapter 410 (“THAT LOVE OR THE
WILL JOINS ITSELF TO WISDOM OR THE UNDERSTANDING, AND
CAUSETH WISDOM…TO BE RECIPROCALLY JOINED TO IT”) because
the passage stands at an opening and runs through most of the following page,
with Blake’s notation to “Mark this” in three instances. For economy, here is the
bracketed text on page 422 and, for sense, a clause from the preceding page:
[Science…and the] Perception of Truth which it acquires from the Affection of understanding, and Thought which it acquires from the Affection
of seeing that which it knows and understands, are not of the Understanding, but are of the Love. Thoughts, Perceptions, and Knowledges thence
derived, flow in indeed from the spiritual World, but still they are not
received by the Understanding, but by the Love according to its Affections in the Understanding. It appears as if the Understanding received
them, and not Love or the Will, but it is a Fallacy: It appears also as if
the Understanding joined itself to Love or the Will, but this also is a Fallacy; Love or the Will joins itself to the Understanding, and causeth the
Understanding to be reciprocally joined to it: That it is reciprocally joined
comes from the Marriage of Love with it; hence is produced a Conjunction as it were reciprocal from the Life, and thence is the Power of Love.
It is the same with the Marriage of Good and Truth, for Good is of Love,
and Truth is of the Understanding; Good operates all Things and receives
Truth into its House, and joins itself with Truth, as far as it accords.…
(Blake’s underscoring)
Blake’s conclusions from this passage and an earlier one may be deduced from the
following reconstruction of the two notes he entered on the flyleaf:
There can be no Good-will Will is always
Evil[.] It is pernicious to others or selfish
If God is anything he is Understanding[.]
He is the Influx from that into the Will[.]
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Good to others or benevolent Understanding
comes to Will continually but never
comes [ ? ? ] because Man is only
Evil [ ? ? ] [?selfish]
Wisdom of Angels [4]22
Understanding or Thought is not natural to
Man[;] it is acquired by means of
i.e. experience
Suffering & Distress — ^ Will, Desire, Love,
Pain, Envy, & all other Affections are
Natural. [B]ut Understanding is Acquired[.]
But Observe — without these is to be less than
Man. Man could [never have {?received} light]
from heaven, [?or/?as] sign [?from/?that] his Affections
in [ … (hopelessly rubbed out)]
in different periods of time
Wisdom of Angels 10
The second entry relates to part 1, chapter 10, page 10 of the same book,
where Blake read that
[whereas the] Reception of Love and Wisdom constitutes Affinity with
him [i.e., the Lord], therefore those Heavens appear nearer to him where
the Angels are in a nearer Affinity from Reception, and where they are
in a more remote Affinity: Hence also it is, that the Heavens, which are
three, are distinct from each other, and in like Manner the Societies of
each Heaven.…
In the left margin beside this text, Blake took Swedenborg’s point that “God is
very Man” and made a characteristic one of his own: “He who Loves | feels love
descend | into him & if he | has wisdom may | perceive it is from | the Poetic Genius | which is the Lord[.]” (See Figure 2, above.)
Yeats would not have needed to interpret the flyleaf to be impressed by Blake’s
interaction with the Swedenborg text in these and other instances. He and Ellis
would have been shadowing Blake’s own interests as indicated by the marginalia
in part 1, on God and the Divine Essence (the essence of love and wisdom); in
part 2, on the Lord as the Sun, with heat emanating; in part 3, on Swedenborg’s
cosmography; and part 5, on “All the things which can be known of the will and
the understanding, or of the love and the wisdom,” as the last half of that section
was set off on the contents page of their later edition. Knowledge of “human
form” in Blake’s sense was obtained from “will itself,” Yeats wrote in 1919. This
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idea struck him when an invaluable copy of Angelic Wisdom was restored to his
possession. In 1893, in “The Symbolic System,” he had defined genius from the
authority of this book: “‘Man can have no idea of anything greater than a man,’
writes Blake in the MS. notes to ‘Divine Love and Wisdom,’ ‘as a cup cannot
contain more than its capaciousness’” (WWB1 242). However,
[t]he creative mystic and the man of genius…live unenslaved by any “reason” and pass at will into the universal life. All our highest feelings come
in this way. “He who loves,” say the notes on Swedenborg, “feels love descend into him, and if he has wisdom, may perceive it is from the Poetic
Genius which is the Lord.” No man can see or think of anything that has
not affinity with his mood or “state,” as Blake preferred to call it.…The
creative visionary or man of genius has all the thoughts, symbols, and
experiences that enter within his larger circle. (WWB1 243)
Just so, the means by which Yeats reconsidered Blake by revisiting Swedenborg
from 1919 to 1925 also drew upon “the thoughts, symbols, and experiences” that
a genius might funnel into a “larger circle”; the procedure was recombinate in that
it literally carried forward his early work with Edwin Ellis, unwittingly aided by
an agent of reclamation from El Paso, Texas, to a collaboration with the visionary
George Yeats and numerous Spirit Guides who took charge of the poet’s instruction as a “creative mystic.”

•
The foregoing sections of this introduction adapt part of the seventh chapter of
my book Yeats’s Poetry in the Making: “Sing Whatever Is Well Made” (Palgrave Macmillan, 2010). Entitled “Blake, Swedenborg, and A Vision: A Case for Recombinate
Influence,” the chapter carries on from the issue of Yeats’s editing Blake in the 1890s,
and from the revisiting of some of the original source materials for the Ellis-Yeats
edition of Blake’s Works, to explore the topic of Blake’s impact—particularly the impact
of his poem “The Mental Traveller”—on the esoteric system that Yeats subsequently
outlined in A Vision and on the poetry and poetic sequences he published in the
1920s and 1930s. Subscribing to the view expressed by Blake editor G. E. Bentley, Jr.
(see pp. ix-x, above), that the significance of WWB 1, 2, and 3 today probably resides
in the way the tome illuminates the “Poetry, Symbolism, and Criticism of William
Butler Yeats” (qtd. xxxi, n. 2), I have therefore made the topic of this introduction the
genesis of that important and, sadly, now rare edition. The AMS facsimile of 1979
is long out of print, and even digital scans from that and the original edition, which
have been appearing on the Internet in the past couple of years, are incomplete and
without an editorial apparatus to give the reader a sense of the whole. I hope that the
uncommon reader, nonplussed by the idiosyncrasies of the editors (considering the
caveats of Yeats, quoted above as well as below in Appendix One), will find helpful
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the apparatus provided in the preliminary pages of this online edition, including
the appendices. Although beyond the matter of the Ellis-Yeats edition of 1893,
the issue of Blake’s influence on Yeats may be pursued in the work of any number
of scholars before this and, surely, in time to come. Of course, I recommend, too,
the greater emphasis on the poems Yeats incorporated within A Vision and such
collections as The Tower and The Winding Stair as I have attempted in W. B. Yeats’s
“A Vision”: Explications and Contexts, ed. Neil Mann, Matthew Gibson, and Claire
Nally (Clemson University Digital Press [CUDP], 2012). My essay, “’Metaphors for
Poetry’: Concerning the Poems of Yeats’s A Vision and Certain Plays for Dancers,” is
one of fourteen in that sole scholarly collection (to date) devoted to the subject of A
Vision. While printed copies may be purchased, that anthology is accessible online in
its entirety and free of charge on the CUDP website (www,clemson.edu/cedp/cudp),
in fact close-by this facsimile edition of Blake.
Also at that location, among titles gathered under the rubric of Bibliographic
Studies, is a work from which the present online edition sprang as an off-shoot.
Abbreviated “WBGYL” throughout the introduction, The W. B. and George Yeats
Library: A Short-Title Catalog…1986-2006 (CUDP, 2006) represents the first
phase of a comprehensive online edition of annotations to amend an out-of-print
and now rare research tool in Yeats studies, A Descriptive Catalog of the W. B.
Yeats Library by Edward O’Shea (Garland, 1985). My Preface (at www.clemson.
edu/cedp/cudp/pubs/YeatsSTC/STCnav.html) explains (1) why, as an inventory,
WBGYL was necessary and (2) how in time it is to be supplemented by an online
book in progress, namely (to give but a working title): “Something that I read in
a book”: A Volume of Annotations by W. B. Yeats at the National Library of Ireland.
With a link to the short-title catalog (WBGYL) posted on the official website
of the NLI, and with approval of the late Michael B. Yeats and A. P. Watt Ltd.,
literary agent for the W. B. Yeats Estate, the book of annotations is intended to
make a reliable account of the Yeats Library, though not a substitute for the books
themselves, currently housed in the offices of the Director and the Trustees. In
relation to the work in progress, the new facsimile edition of The Works of William
Blake offers a preview in the three appendices that follow on pages xxxiv–lvi.
For reproductions displayed in this volume, acknowledgments are made in
the List of Figures but also understood, since the death of Anne Yeats in 2001,
to be due the National Library of Ireland, save for the frontispiece and cover
portrait. A long list of persons to thank shall have to await completion of the work
ahead. Yet I will pay tribute now to the assorted research staff who, at various
times, helped to create what is assembled here. In alphabetical order, they are
Charis Chapman, Chelsea Green, Jessica Heim, Allison Kerns, Kara McManus,
Meredith O’Toole, Ashley Polasek, and Brian Sarafin.
January 2014
Clemson, South Carolina
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Notes
1.

The opening observations of this introduction and certain conclusions drawn from evidence in
Yeats’s personal library are anticipated by my bibliographic study “Authors in Eternity: Some
Sources for W. B. Yeats’s Creative Mysticism,” in Yeats’s Collaborations: A Special Number: Yeats
Annual 15, ed. Wayne K. Chapman and Warwick Gould (London: Palgrave, 2002): 288-312.
An abridged account of the whole library is given in my book The W. B. and George Yeats
Library: A Short-title Catalog, 1986-2006 (Clemson University Digital Press, 2006), at www.
clemson.edu/cedp/cudp/YeatsSTC/index.htm.
2. G. E. Bentley, Jr., Introduction, The Works of William Blake, vol. 1 (New York: AMS Press,
1979; second edition), 8. Apart from the work’s “historical significance,” Bentley asserts that
“the chief lasting value of the Ellis & Yeats texts of Blake’s writings lies in the few fragments
which they printed and which have not subsequently been traced,” averring to a consensus that
slights Ellis and congratulates Yeats only for becoming, eventually, a great poet: “its significance
probably lies chiefly in its relationship to the Poetry, Symbolism, and Criticism of William
Butler Yeats” (12).
3. Richard Ellmann, Eminent Domain: Yeats Among Wilde, Joyce, Pound, Eliot, and Auden (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1967). Not exactly defined by Ellmann, “eminent domain,” a
legal term for lawful expropriation of private property by governmental bodies, entitling one
to fair value as a litigant, is applied to influence among living writers as “violent expropriators,
knocking down established boundaries to seize by the force of youth, or of age, what they
require.” Yeats’s strength, his refusal “to subside…into addled repetitiveness” makes him such
an expropriator, and the influences to which he is subject constitute “a history of eminent domain” (3). The claim is an oversimplification but a useful one as applied to literary “intellectual
property” without applying it to, in Yeats’s view, the commerce that might exist between a poet
and his dead masters.
4. Maud Gonne’s three-volume set bears the shelf mark “Yeats/Y149” in the P. S. O’Hegarty
Collection, Spencer Library, University of Kansas; see Wayne K. Chapman and James Helyar,
“P. S. O’Hegarty and the Yeats Collection at the University of Kansas,” YA 10 (1993), 228; as
well as Wayne K. Chapman, “George Yeats, The Countess Cathleen, and P. S. O’Hegarty,” YA 9
(1992), 286.
5. Bentley (6) strongly prefers Yeats over Ellis, finding in “The Symbolic System,” mostly written by Yeats, rewards “for understanding both William Blake and William Butler Yeats” but
faulting the rewritten “Memoir” of the first volume and the “embarrassing” transcriptions
of volume 3 for being “too long and too wrong.” The book might have been “less influential
and a good deal better if Ellis had not inflated…what Yeats had drafted,” certainly “better if
they had paused to consider painstakingly the accuracy of what they were writing, instead of
plunging ahead competitively with such ‘terrible activity’” (9). With Bentley’s short account
of “The Making of the Ellis & Yeats Edition” in his introduction to WWB1 (AMS reprinting),
Ian Fletcher’s inventorying of the book’s manuscript materials is recommended in “The EllisYeats-Blake Manuscript Cluster,” Book Collector 21 (1972): 72-94.
6. The source is given in the introduction and acknowledgment as Dr. Carter Blake, but the claim
was questioned by Carter’s daughter, writing Yeats from Rhodesia in 1906. NLI 30,534—ALS
J. F. M. Blake to WBY, dated “22.iv.06.”
7. Conjecturally dated “[May 1910]” in NLI 30,550. All letters in this file that are dated in error
are corrected in CL Intelex, as cited below.
8. On 1 Sept. 1913, Yeats wrote Lady Gregory about his “very painful time” talking for hours
to Ellis and following the elder’s face for responses. “I have never seen death in so terrible a
shape—the hateful seaside room, the dumb man, & his devoted half mad wife & old cat—fifteen years old—who share her bewildering affection” (CL Intelex 2253).
9. The letter is conjecturally dated “[?Aug. 1924]” in CL Intelex 4615. The Blake facsimile, colored by Ellis, is untraced at this writing and the Ellis play is uncertain.
10. W. B. Yeats Papers, Box 1, Folder 46. Although filed at Emory with various letters from Yeats
to Laurie, this quotation is drawn from a proof copy of an ad for AV A that has not been included in CL Intelex.
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11. Yeats Papers, Box 2, Folder 23, Emory University.
12. There are no obvious sources in the Yeats Library at the NLI for WBY’s Descartes allusion,
either in YL or in my recent inventory, The W. B. and George Yeats Library: A Short-Title Catalog
(WBGYL). Sources behind other allusions are traced below.
13. For complete transcriptions of the annotations found in these volumes and others discussed
here and passim, see my “Authors in Eternity,” YA 15 (2002): 288-312. For the Ellis-Yeats
transcriptions of Blake’s annotated Swedenborg, see Edwin J. Ellis, The Real Blake: A Portrait
Biography (London: Chatto and Windus, 1907), chapter 12, “The Notes to Swedenborg,” 10615, wherein the corresponding passages in Swedenborg’s Angelic Wisdom concerning the Divine
Love are given, unlike YL, in a convention followed by Keynes, Erdman, and Bentley in their
scholarly editions of Blake. Otherwise, see Appendix Three, below.
14. See especially pp. xxxv-xlii in my introduction to W. B. Yeats, “The Dreaming of the Bones”
and “Calvary”: Manuscript Materials, ed. Wayne K. Chapman (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 2003), on the derivation of Yeats’s bird symbolism; Chapman, “Authors in Eternity,”
291; as well as part II of Chapter 5, above. Yeats’s systematizing such symbols for Calvary is
reminiscent of the bird and beast symbols that he and Ellis charted in WWB2 110-13; cf. the
“List of animals, birds, Etc. in O[o]thoon[’]s speeches” in NLI 30,289. See also Walter Kelly
Hood, “‘Read Fechner,’ the Spirit Said: W. B. Yeats and Gustav Theodor Fechner,” YAACTS 7
(1989 [1990]), 91-98.
15. See the discussion of “auctor” and authority in Chapter 6 [also in YA 8 [1991]: 65) plus my
Shorter Note in YA 15, “Authors in Eternity,” 288-91, on the collaborative reading and writing
of Yeats and his wife.
16. Donald Masterson and Edward O’Shea, “Code Breaking and Myth Making: the Ellis-Yeats
Edition of Blake’s Works,” YA 3 [1985]: 53-80. In addition to oversimplifying, Masterson and
O’Shea assert twice (in notes 7 and 15) that transcriptions of Blake’s marginalia in YL 2036
(see WBGYL 2048) were mostly or entirely by Yeats, in spite of Yeats’s signed statement to the
contrary, quoted by O’Shea in YL on p. 269. See below and Chapman, “Authors in Eternity,”
301. Most especially, see Figure 2 (above) as well as exhibits selected to illustrate Appendix
Three (below).
17. Again, see Chapman, “Authors in Eternity” and Appendix Three.
18. Elizabeth Corbet Yeats to E. B. Hill, May 23, 1918, in Hill (Edwin Bliss) Collection Box 12
(10), Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California; the four subsequent letters from
WBY to Hill, quoted below, are found in Box 12 (18).
19. W. B. Yeats, from [untitled] autograph manuscript, 26 folios, Hill (Edwin Bliss) Collection
Box 12 (17), folio 10v, Huntington Library. Page “26,” at the end of the manuscript, is signed
and dated: “WB Yeats | Oct 22 [1919].” Other drafts of this essay remained with Yeats: including folios 67-96 in a maroon notebook also containing draft scenes for Calvary and The Player
Queen (NLI 30,361); two typescripts of “A People’s Theatre” (NLI 30,195); and the carbon
copy of a third typescript, dated “December 1919” (NLI 30,294).
20. British Library shelf list C.45.e.1, “Emanuel Swedenborg, Wisdom of Angels | With Pencil
Notes by William Blake.” The complete title and bibliographic particulars are printed as follows on the title page: The Wisdom of Angels, concerning Divine Love and Divine Wisdom. |
Translated from the original Latin of the Hon. Emanuel Swedenborg. | London: printed and
sold by W. Chalklen, Grocers Court, Poultry. M.D.CC.LXXXVIII. [i.e., 1788]. Through a Sotheby’s sale of 29 Jan. 1878, the British Library purchased the copy from Ellis, who must have
made his ink transcriptions in the inexpensive Swedenborg Society edition (1883; WBGYL
2048 [YL 2036]) while both books were still in his possession because library policy would not
have condoned the use of a pen in the reading rooms. Yeats’s few notes and marks in pencil in
WBGYL 2048 (YL 2036) (see Appendix Three) might have been made while consulting Blake’s
original in the BL, though they are more likely to have been made for his own use and reflecting his reading of the text during his collaboration with Ellis around 1890. The provenance
is given in G. E. Bentley, Jr., Blake Books: Annotated Catalogues of William Blake’s Writings
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1977), 696.
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21. Geoffrey Keynes, “Annotations to Swedenborg’s Wisdom of Angels concerning Divine Love
and Divine Wisdom, London MDCCLXXXVIII…,” in Blake: Complete Writings with Variant
Readings (London: Oxford University Press, 1957, rev. ed., 1969), 89-96; and David V. Erdman, “Annotations to Swedenborg’s Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, London, 1788,” in The
Complete Poetry and Prose of William Blake (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1965, rev. ed., 1982), vol. 2: 602-9. Sir Geoffrey’s work, as Poetry and Prose of William
Blake, was originally published by The Nonesuch Press (London) in 1927, not to be confused
with Erdman’s edition of 1965, which went by the same title. See also G. E. Bentley, Jr., ed.,
William Blake’s Writings, vol. 2, Writings in Conventional Typography and in Manuscript (Oxford: Clarendon, 1978), 1388-99 and 1744. Bentley claims less “confidence” than Erdman in
transcribing Blake’s handwriting but is more generous with the corresponding gloss in Swedenborg. Keynes tends to concoct modern punctuation for both Swedenborg and Blake that
are not in the British Library copy. The latest scholar to discuss the annotations at any length,
and following Erdman on faith, is Hazard Adams, Blake’s Margins: An Interpretive Study of the
Annotations (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2009), 36-54.
22. And Bentley, who generally follows him but footnotes their differences. See William Blake’s
Writings, 2: 1388-99 and 1744.
23. “425. To the extent, therefore, that the truths of the understanding and the goods of the will
are conjoined, that is, to the extent that a man wills truths and does them from the will, to
that extent he has heaven in himself, since the conjunction of good and truth, as has been said
above, is heaven”—Emanuel Swedenborg, Heaven and Its Wonders and Hell from Things Heard
and Seen (London: The Swedenborg Society, 1966), 313. Blake’s copy of Heaven and Hell is at
the Houghton Library (Harvard), inscribed by a former owner with notes, according to Erdman (601-2, 884) by Blake at three points. However, Bentley argues that “Blake was not the
first annotator” and that Erdman gave notice to two paragraphs “because they were ‘scored’ as
‘by [a] fingernail,’ but he does not say how he knows the fingernail was Blake’s” (Bentley, Blake
Books 696). As a demonstration of how heavily annotated Blake’s copy of Divine Love and
Divine Wisdom is, by comparison, see my notes, transcriptions, and figures (Appendix Three)
from the replica that Ellis made by copying the original.
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Appendix One
227. [YL 220]. [NLI 40,567/4/1-3; 20, 29, and 5 sheets per vol.; Wade 218].
Blake, William. The Works of William Blake. 3 vols. Ed. Edwin Ellis and W. B. Yeats.
London: Bernard Quaritch, 1893. Large paper edition. Yeats’s own vellum bound
copy described in Wade 218.
Vol. 1, flyleaf, the letter of inscription, signed, as in Wade, as follows: “The writing of
this book is mainly Ellis’s[,] | the thinking is as much mine as his[.] | The mem biography
is by Ellis <him.> who He | wro rewrote & trebled in size a | biography of mine. The
greater | part of the ‘Symbolic System’ is | my writing; & the rest of the book | was written by Ellis working over | short accounts of the books by me, | except in the case of the
‘literary period’ | the account of the minor poems, & the | account of Blake’s art theories
& the art | which are all his own except in so | far as we discussed everything togeather.
| WBY. | May 3. 1900. || PS. The book is full of misprints. | There is a good deal here &
there in | the biography etc with which I am | not in agreement. I think that | some of
my own constructive symbolism | is put with too much confidence. | It is mainly right
but <parts> should be | used rather as an interpret<ive>ation only | hypothesis than as a
certainty. The | circulation of the Zoas, which seems | to me unlike anything in traditional
| symbolism, is a chief cause of uncertainty, | but what <most that> I have written on the
subject is | at least part of Blake’s plan. There is | also uncertainty about the personages |
who are mentioned by him too seldom to | make one know them perfectly; & here and |
there elsewhere. | WBY. May. 1900.”
P. 2 in “Memoir,” “Irish extraction” underscored in text and a note below: “My authority for Blakes Irish extraction was Dr. Carter | Blake who claims to be descended from
a bran branch | of the family that settled at Malaga & entered | the wine trade there, ||
WBY.” This note and the following one on p. 3 are in the same black ink as the letter of
inscription on the flyleaf of May 1900.
P. 3, underscored in text “political enthusiasm of his grandfather” and a marginal note,
in ink (at right): “This is rather | too definite. I | gathered this | from Carter Blake’s | words,
but <he> [?shall] <?was> | for some reason | or other was | keeping something | back I
thought. || WBY.” Also, beside underscoring in text (“worldly imprudence”) a second marginal comment: This is Ellis’s | deduction from | some rather | [? ?]
P. 138, Marginal strokes (at left) beside: “One scheme gives a diagram of Dante’s
Circles, No. 1 being at the bottom. They are piled one over the other with the following
note”; “‘In equivocal worlds,’ Blake also notes to Dante, ‘all is equivocal.’”; “Another
scheme gives Purgatory, in the centre, and concentric circle indicated beyond like rings
of a target an labeled, as read from within outwards, Terrestrial Paradise–with the note:
‘It is a limbo,’–then Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Starry Heavens,
vacuum–the latter the external. Blake, as the systematic mystic, is seen here reveling in
system for its own sake”; and “Blake, as believer in forgiveness of sins, and in dual creatorship, meditates in the following note: ‘It seems as if Dante supposes God was something
superior to the Father of Jesus, or if he gives rain to the evil and good, and his sun to the
just and unjust, he can never have builded Dante’s Hell, nor the Hell of the Bible as our
parsons explain it….’” Beside the latter, a correction to the text, in pencil, as follows:
“<f>or if he gives <him> rain.”
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P. 139, A marginal stroke (at right) beside the following: “Then, as the thought grew
on him, he lays it down dogmatically: ‘Whatever task is for vengeance for sin, and whatever is against forgiveness of sin, is not of the Father, but of Satan the accuser, and father
of hell.’” Also, a very light squiggly stroke (at right) beside the next paragraph, in pencil.
P. 144, marginal strokes (at left) beside: “Everything is Atheism which assumes the
reality of the natural and unspiritual world”; “Dante saw devils where I see none. I see
good only. I saw nothing but good in Calvin’s house. Better than in Luther’s–in the latter were harlots”; and “I found him at work on Dante. The book (Cary) and his sketches
before him. He showed me his designs, of which I have nothing to say but that they”
(continues to next page).
P. 145, a marginal stroke (at right) beside: “Our conversation began about Dante.
‘He was an atheist–a mere politician, busied about this world, as Milton was, till, in his
old age, he returned to God who he had had in his childhood.’” And underscoring as
indicated: “He allowed, indeed, that there are errors, mistakes, &c., and if these be evil,
then there is evil. But these are only negations.… ‘What are called the vices in the natural
world are the highest sublimities in the spiritual world’”; and (two paragraphs down) “The
Fall could not produce any pleasure.’ … He spoke of Milton as being at one time a sort of
classical Atheist, and of Dante as being now with God.’”
P. 146, marginal stroke beside passage “Yet I have practised no deception intentionally, unless silence be so. The oddest thing he said was that he had been commended to
do a certain thing–that is, to write about Milton–and that he was applauded for refusing.
He struggled with the angels, and was victor. His wife took part in our conversation.” A
marginal note beside the stroke, in pencil: “Does this | allude to the | unfinished ‘Milton’?”
P. 147, Underscoring as indicated: “There is a constant falling off from God, angels
becoming devils. Every man has a devil in him, and the conflict is eternal between a man’s
self and God, &c.” Also, a marginal note (“quote if | printed”), at right in pencil, beside
the passage “The ‘above’ mention of Blake is not printed by Mr. Robinson.”
P. 148, Underscoring as indicated: at “Dante (though now with God) lived and died
an Atheist. He was the slave of the world and Time”; at “Unhappily, he is left by God to
his own illusions, and then the Atheism is apparent”; at “He talked as usual of the Spirits,
asserted that he had committed many murders, that reason is the only evil, or sin, and that
careless people are better than those you, &c.”; at “‘Christ,’ he said, ‘took much after his
mother, the Law’; and at On my asking for an explanation, he referred to the turning the
money-changers out of the temple. He then declaimed against those who sit in judgment
on others. ‘I have never known a very bad man who had not something very good about
him’ He spoke of the Atonement, and said, ‘It is a horrible doctrine! If another man pay
your debt, I do not forgive it.’”
P. 161, a marginal stroke (left) beside: “Flaxman is gone, and we must soon follow,
every one to his own eternal house, leaving the delusions of Goddess Nature and her laws
to get into Freedom from all the laws of the Numbers – into the Mind, in which everyone
is king and priest in his own house. God grant it on earth, as it is in heaven”; and, within
that (interlineally), the words “delusions of ” are revised to “delusive” (in pencil).
P. 235, “Rosicrucian student” is underscored and a marginal note is entered at right:
“‘The Hermetic | students of the | G[olden] D[awn]’.”
P. 260, in the table “The five atmospheres and their symbols and correspondences,”
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an asterisk entered at “Al-ulro” and a marginal note, in pencil, at the bottom: “*‘The western gate’ were it not closed would | open upon ‘Eden.’ See description of | Golgonooza
in book 1 of Jerusalem (P 17). There | however the Eastern gate is opposite that toward |
‘ulro.’” See Figure 3 below.

FIGURE 3
P. 265, a marginal stroke (at right) beside: “Tharmas, as is also the case with the
water-god in a certain Hindu system of occult mythology, never travels from the West.”
Next to the stroke, a marginal note entered in ink: “authority HPB [H. B. Blavatsky] | a
doubtful authority – | I would never | quote her now.”
P. 280 (on the chart tipped-in at that point), a marginal note is entered, in ink, at
lower left: “I feel rather uncertain about | the attribution of the twelve tribes in this | chart.
|| WBY. May. 1900.” See WWB1, at p. 280, in this online edition.
P. 312, a marginal note, in ink, next to “occultists who have made the symbolism of
sun-worship their special study” as follows: “Boodie Innis, a | member of this | order told
me | of this | symbolism. || WBY.” Another marginal note, in ink, beside “It is the universal custom of mystics to make white [underscored] in its good aspect,” the observation:
“rather white light | than white. || WBY.” Also, corrections to the text are made to transform “Will of God; blue, His energy or Spirit; yellow to form the kingdom into which
His love descends” to the revised: “Will of God, blue, and His energy or Spirit, yellow, to
form the kingdom into which his love descends.” In the sentence beginning “White being
undivided spirit in its good aspect as opposed to generalize reason in its evil,” the word
“generalize” is corrected to “generalizing.”
P. 313, Corrections as indicated: “their” struck from phrase “another way of writing
their energy,” In phrase “knowledge of the system of the totems,” “totems” is changed to
“tatwas.”
P. 314, In chart, “the” is struck from “golden colour it is symbolic of the love”; at bottom, after table of color symbolism, the marginal note: “I am now convinced that all this
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Blake’s | colour scheme is found on Boehme’s | colour scheme. || March 1902. || WBY.”
See Figure 4 below.

FIGURE 4
P. 336, corrections to text as follows: “Mr. Johnston has found the name Hyle in the
<Greek> hymns <translated by> of Taylor the Platonist….”
P. 420, in ink, at the bottom: “186.”
Vol. 2, p. 250, a marginal stroke beside the passage, “[in] idea and in date, with that
in the Truchsessan letter, printed in the Memoir here, and belonging to 1804, the date
of the title page of “Jerusalem,” containing the pictorial form of the vision described just
before.” Beside the stroke, a marginal note in pencil: “confused.”
P. 251, in second paragraph the names “Gihon,” “Pison” and “Hiddekel” are underscored with the following notes in the margin:
Gehon = [symbol for water] | in Kabala
Pison = [symbol for fire] | in Kabala
Hiddeke[l] =  [symbol for air]
P. 266, “inner speech” corrected to “gentle speech” Also, “Here is this <an> insidious
quality.”
P. 267, “The mind, Los, has to choose” corrected to “has to cease”; “Imaginative well”
corrected to “Imaginative will”; a question mark set beside “Reuben–and ideal’s space.”
P. 268, “prepares the way for the substitutes of the second Canaan, the physical world
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for the first Canaan, this mental world” is changed to “prepares the way for the substitution of the second Canaan, the physical world, for the first Canaan, the mental world”;
also, “Thullius” is underscored and a question mark is set in the margin.
P. 316, “…are also the “oppressors” of Blake’s genius, the “multitudes of tyrants” of
“Vala,” Night VIII., line 250” changed to “… are also the “oppressors” of Blake’s genius,
the “multitudes of tyrant men” of “Vala,” Night VIII., line 254”
P. 318, in the line of verse “Hire idiots to Paint with cold light and not shade,” “not”
is changed to “hot”. “Barry” and “Mortimer” are underscored in the next paragraph. See
Figure 5.

FIGURE 5
P. 319 (See Figure 5), underscoring beneath the sentence: “The foundation of empire is art and science.” A marginal stroke (at right) beside: “On peut dire que le Pape
Lion Xme en encourageant les Etudes donna les armes contre lui même. J’ai oui dire à un
Seigneur Anglais qu’il avait vu une letter du Seigneur Polus, ou de la Pole, depuis Cardinal, à ce Pape: dans laquelle on le félicitant sur ce qu’il etendait le progrès de Science
en Europe.” Another stroke beside: “Say that Polite Art is Encouraged or Either Wished,
or Tolerated in a Nation where the Society for the Encouragement of Art Suffered Barry
to give them his Labour for Nothing. A Society Composed of the Flower of the English
Nobility and Gentry–Suffering an Artist to starve while he Supported Really what They
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under Pretence of Encouraging were Endeavouring to Depress–Barry told me that while
he did that Work he Lived on Bread and Apples. O Society for the Encouragement of Art,
O King and Nobility of England, Where have you hid Fuseli’s Milton? Is Satan troubled
at his exposure?” The next paragraph is underscored: “The Bible says that Cultivated Life
existed First. Uncultivated Life came afterwards from Satan’s Hirelings. Necessaries, Accommodation and Ornaments are the whole of Life. Satan took away Ornament first,
Next he took away Accommodations, and then he became lord and Master of Necessaries.” The misplaced note—“(This is written as note to the statement in the dedication that ‘the
regular progress of cultivated life is from necessaries to accommodations, from accommodations
to ornaments.’)”—is moved by an arrow from position beneath the subheading “NOTES
TO MEMOIR OF REYNOLDS” to position above it. Three lines down, the words “Liberality! We want no liberality. We want a Fair Price” are underscored. Also underscored, at
the bottom of the page: “Invention depends altogether upon Execution or Organisation,
as that is right or wrong, so is the Invention perfect.”
P. 320, underscoring beneath: “Hudson” ... “Men who have been Educated with the
Works of Venetia Artists under their Eyes cannot see Rafael, unless they are born with
Determinate Organs. I am happy that I cannot say that Rafael Ever was from my Earliest
Childhood hidden from Me. I saw, and I knew immediately the difference between Rafael and Rubens.” A stroke beside the verse: “Some look to see the sweet Outlines, | And
beauteous Forms that Love does wear; | Some look to find out Patches, Paint, | Bracelets
and Stays and Powdered Hair.”
P. 321, marginal strokes and underscoring as indicated: “Finished. What does he
Mean? Niggling Without th [sic] Correct and Definite Ouline. If he means that Copying
Correctly is a hindrance, he is a Liar, for that is the only School to the Language of Art”
(beside this passage, the marginal note: “copying –”); also the underscoring of “But that
we are to learn to Think from Great Masters, and to Learn to Perform from Underlings?
Learn to Design from Rafael, and to Execute from Rubens?” and the stroked passage:
“Blake: I was once looking over the Prints from Rafael and Micha Angelo in the Library
of the Royal Academy, Moser came to me and said, ‘You should not study these old Hard,
Stiff, and Dry Unfinished Works of Art. Stay a little, and I will show you what you should
Study.’ He then went and took down Le Brun’s and Ruben’s Galleries. How did I secretly
rage. I also spoke my mind.” Underscoring at “I said to Moser, These things that you call
Finished are not even Begun, how can they then be Finished?”
P. 322, a marginal stroke beside: “Blake: A Lie. Working up of Effect is more an operation of Indolence than the making out of the Parts as far as Greatest is more than Least.
I speak here of Rembrandt’s and Rubens’s and Reynold’s Effect. Real effect is making out
of Parts, and it is Nothing Else but That.”
P. 323, underscoring at: “To generalize is to be an Idiot. To Particularize is the Alone
Distinction of Merit” and “The Man who does not Labour more than the Hireling must
be a poor Devil”; a marginal stroke beside: “When France got Free, Europe, ‘twixt fools
and knaves, | Were savage first to France, and after–slaves.” In the twelfth line from the
bottom of the page, the printed words “in facely” is circled with a line leading to an interlineal inscription: “? facility.”
P. 324, underscoring beside: “Whether Reynolds knew what he was doing is nothing to me: the Mischief is the same whether a man does it Ignorantly or Knowingly”; a
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marginal note beside “Satans” (3 lines further down), with inscription at left: “not plural
| Satan”; and a stroke beside: “Blake: Reynolds’s opinion was that Genius May be Taught,
and that all Pretence to Inspiration is a Lie and a Deceit, to say the least of it. For if it is
a Deceit the whole Bible is Madness. This opinion originates in the Greeks calling the
Muses Daughters of Memory.”
P. 325, underscorings as indicated: “Minute Discrimination is not Accidental. All
Sublimity is founded on Minute Discrimination. I do not believe that Rafael taught
Mich. Angelo, or that Mich. Ang. taught Rafael, any more than I believe that the Rose
teaches the Lily how to grow, or the Apple tree teaches the Pear tree how to bear fruit. I do
not believe the tales of Anecdote when they militate against Individual Character;” “Imitation is criticism”; “Mechanical Excellence is he only Vehicle of Genius. This is all False
and Self-Contradictory. Execution is the Chariot of Genius.” Beside the second passage,
the marginal inscription: “not use of | vehicle. Compare | Los vehicle | of Urthona | Los is
the execution.” Underscoring of 2nd paragraph after that: “The Lives of Painters say that
Rafael Died of Dissipation. Idleness is one Thing and Dissipation is Another. He who has
Nothing to Dissipate Cannot Dissipate. The Weak Man may be Virtuous Enough, but
will Never be an Artist; and in the next paragraph: Painters are noted for being Dissipated
and Wild.”
P. 327, some marginal strokes and underscoring as indicated: stroke beside “This is
most false, for no one can ever design till he has learned the language of art by making
many finished copies both of Nature and art, and of whatever comes in his way from
earliest childhood. The difference between a bad artist and a good one is: the bad artist
seems to copy a great deal; the good one really does copy a great deal. ¶ To: “The great
use of copying, if it be at all useful, seems to be in learning to colour; yet even colouring
will never be obtained by servilely copying the model before you.” ¶ Blake: Contemptible.
Servile copying is the great merit of copying. ¶ To: “Following these rules, and using these
precautions, when you have clearly and distinctly learned in what good colouring consists,
you cannot do better than have recourse to nature herself, who is always at hand, and in
comparison of whose true splendour the best coloured pictures are but faint and feeble.”
¶ Blake: Nonsense. Every eye sees differently. As the eye, such the object. ¶ To: “Instead of
copying the touches of those great masters, copy only their conceptions … Labour to invent on their general principles” [end stroke]. Beside this stroke (resembling curly bracketing), the inscriptions: “copying” (at “copies both of Nature and and Art”) and “copying”
(at “Following these rules”). Underscoring at mid-page: “Mere enthusiasm is the All in All!
Bacon’s philosophy has ruined England. Bacon is only Epicurus over again”; and a stroke
beside: “The Venetian and Flemish schools, which owe much of their fame to colouring,
have enriched the cabinets of the collectors of drawings with very few examples.”
P. 328, marginal strokes and underscoring as indicated: a stroke beside “Blake: The
man who asserts that there is no such thing as softness in art, and that everything in art
is definite and determinate, has not been told this by practice, but by Inspiration and
Vision, because Vision is determinate and perfect, and copies that without fatigue. Everything being definite and determinate, softness is produced alone by comparative strength
and weakness in the making out of forms. I say these things could never be found out
from nature without con –– or innate science”; and underscoring at “A work of genius is
a work “not to be obtained by the invocation of memory, and her syren daughters, but
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by devout prayer to that Eternal Spirit who can enrich with all utterance and knowledge,
and sends out His Seraphim with the hallowed fire of his altar to touch and purify the lips
of whom he pleases”; and at “Without minute neatness of execution the sublime cannot
exist. Grandeur of ideas is founded on precision of ideas.”
P. 329, underscoring as indicated: “singular and particular detail is the foundaion of
the sublime”; “Minuteness is their whole beauty”; “Knowledge of ideal beauty is not to be
acquired. It is born with us. Innate ideas are in every man, born with him; they are truly
Himelf ”; “One central form composed of all other forms being granted, it does not, therefore, follow that all other forms are deformity. All forms are perfect in the poet’s mind, but
they are not abstracted or compounded from nature, but are from imagination.”
P. 332, underscoring as indicated: “Some will censure me for placing Venetians in
this inferior class … Though I can by no means allow them to hold any rank with the
nobler schools of painting, they accomplished perfectly the thing they intended.”
P. 333, the marginal annotation: “not using | word ‘Vulgar’” at the underscored passage “Vulgarity and not Elegance. The Word Elegance ought to be applied to Forms–not
Colours.”
P. 334, underscoring as indicated: “A History-Painter Paints the Hero, and not Man
in general, but most minutely in Particular”; “I desired the Gentleman to Set Gainsborough about one of Rafael’s Grandest Subjects, Namely, Christ delivering the Keys to St.
Peter, and he would find that in Gainsborough’s hands it would be a Vulgar Subject of
Poor Fisherman and a Journeyman Carpenter”; “Passion and Expression is Beauty Itself ”; “when they employed their art to represent Jupiter confined his character to majesty
alone”; “The Ancients were chiefly attentive to Complicated and Minute Discrimination
of Character. It is the Whole of Art. Reynolds cannot bear Expression.”
P. 336, underscoring as indicated: “He was the Quack Doctor of Painting;” “Savages
are Tops and Fribbles more than any other Men.”
P. 337, underscoring as indicated: “Bacon’s philosophy has Destroy’d true Art and
Science”; “How ridiculous it would be to see the Sheep Endeavour to walk like the Dog,
or the Ox striving to trot like the Horse–just as Ridiculous it is to see one Man Striving to
Imitate Another. Man varies from man more than Animal from Animal of Different Species”; “If art was Progressive, we should have had Mich. Angelos and Rafaels to Succeed
and to Improve upon each other. But it is not so. Genius with its Possessor, and comes
not again till Another is born with It”; “Identities, or things, are Neither Cause nor Effect. They are Eternal”; “Reynolds thinks that Man Learns all that he knows. I say on the
Contrary, that Man Brings All that he has or Can have Into the World with him.” Beside
“Genius . . . comes not again,” the marginal inscription: “(? comes)” [sic].
P. 338, underscoring as indicated: “Man is Born Like a Garden ready Planted and
Sown. This World is too poor to produce one Seed. The Mind that could have produced
this sentence must have been a Pitiful, a Pitiable Imbecility. I always thought that the Human Mind was the most Prolific of All Things, and Inexhaustible.”
P. 339, marginal strokes and underscoring as indicated: “It may be Rendered Indignant or Outrageous. “Oppression makes the wise man mad.” – Soloman;” “Obscuriy
is Neither the Source of the Sublime nor of anything Else”; “As Replete, but not More
Replete”; and a stroke beside: “Blake: The Ancients did not mean to Impose when they
affirmed their belief in Vision and Revelation. Plato was in earnest. Milton was in earnest.
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They believed that God did visit Man really and Truly, and not as Reynolds pretends.”
P. 340, underscoring as indicated: “Demonstration, Similitude and Harmony are
Objects of Reasoning Invention. Identity and melody are Objects of Intuition”; “Reason–
or a ratio of all we have known–is not the same it shall be when we know More.”
P. 341, marginal strokes and underscoring as indicated: “Violent Passions emit the
Real Good and Perfect Tones”; a stroke at “(On fly-leaf.) Blake: Burke’s treatise on the
Sublime and Beautiful is founded on the Opinions of Newton and Locke. On this Treatise
Reynolds has grounded many of his assertions in all his Discourses. I read Burke’s Treatise
when very young. At the same time I read Locke on the Human Understanding, and Bacon’s Advancement of Learning. On every one of these Books I wrote my . . .” (page ends).
P. 342, underscoring as indicated: “and now is, and I hope will always remain, my
Element, my Eternal Dwelling-place. How can I then hear it condemned without returning Scorn for Scorn?”
P. 343, a marginal stroke beside the passage: “generally received, is false …. It s given
as a rule by Fresnoy: That the principle figure of a subject must appear in the midst of a picture, under the principle light, to distinguish it from the rest.”
P. 344, correction in the final sentence: “battered” changed to “bastered.”
P. 345, IV, the heading “Our Illustrations” revised to: “to the Prophetic Books <Illustrations in this book.>”
P. 349, passage cancelled: “The wild scratches on the last page show the hand of a
man whose whole artistic power is wrecked by the unnerving effect of anger, apprehension, agitation, and disturbance of mind. Poetry can flourish in this atmosphere, but we
have Michel Angelo’s own word for it that art cannot”; accompanied by marginal inscription as follows: “unconvincing and | fanciful” (in pencil).
P. 363, underscoring as indicated: “Colouring does not depend on where the colours
are put, but on where the lights and darks are put, and all depends on Form or Outline,-on where that is put”; “Clearness and precision have been the chief object in painting
these pictures. Clear colours, unmudded by oil, and firm, determinate lineaments, unbroken by shadows, which ought to display and not to hide form.”
P. 364, marginal strokes and underscoring as indicated: a triple stroke beside: “The
artist having been taken in vision into the ancient republics, monarchies, and patriarchates of Asia has seen those wonderful originals, called in the sacred scriptures the Cherubim, which were sculptured and painted on walls of Temples, Towers, Cities, Palaces, and
erected in the highly cultivated states of Egypt, Moab, Edom, Aram, among the Rivers of
Paradise”; and underscoring at “Torso is the only original work remaining.”
P. 377, a long marginal stroke beside the passage: “The picture was likewise painted
at intervals, for experiment on colours without any oily vehicle. It may be worthy of attention, not only on account of its composition but of the great labour which has been
bestowed on it,--that is,--three or four times as much as would have finished a more perfect picture. The labour has destroyed the lineaments. It was, with difficulty, brought back
to a certain effect, which it had at first, when all the lineaments were perfect. These pictures among numerous others painted for experiment were the result of temptations and
perturbations, seeking to destroy imaginative power, by means of that infernal machine
called Chiaro Oscuro, in the hands of Venetian and Flemish Demons, whose enmity to
the Painter himself, and to all Artists who study the Florentine and Roman Schools may
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be removed by an exhibition and exposure of their vile tricks. They cause that everything
in art shall become a Machine. They cause that execution shall all be blocked up with
brown shadows. They put the original artist in fear and doubt of his own original conception.” Beside the stroked passage, a marginal inscription, in pencil: “? Felpham | period”
(WBY’s “?”).
P. 378, underscoring in “He infuses a love of soft and even tints without boundaries.”
P. 380, marginal strokes and underscoring as indicated: first, a double stroke beside
the passage: “It loses all character and leaves what some people call ‘expression’; but this is
a false notion of expression. Expression cannot exist without character as its stamina, and
neither character nor expression can exist without form, and determinate outline”; then
underscoring at “that the productions of our youth and those of our maturer age are equal
in all essential points.”
P. 388, underscoring at: “just equal in invention, and execution of my work.”
P. 389, a marginal stroke beside: “Everlasting Gospel above. On lower half: -- In this
plate Mr. B. has resumed the style with which he set out in life, of which Heath and Stothard were the awkward Imitators at that time. It is the style of Albert Dürer and the old
engravers, which cannot be imitated by any one who does not understand drawing, and
which, according to Heath, Stothard, Flaxman, and even Romney, spoils an engraver; or
each of these men has repeatedly asserted this absurdity to me in condemnation of my
work, and approbation of Heath’s lame imitation, Stothard being such a fool as to suppose
that his blundering blurs can be made out and delineated by any engraver who knows how
to cut dots and lozenges. . . .”
Vol. 3, plate 91 in the facsimile of Jerusalem, ll. 33-50, the marginal inscription:
“quote apropos of Dante | Leviathan war of [?] See combine[d] RA drawing.” Lines 47-52
are stroked and accompanied by a note in the margin, in pencil: “quote.”
P. 24, beside l. 186 of Night II in Vala, the margin note: “The altar of incense”; and
beside l. 190, the inscription: “altar or burnt | offerings” (also in pencil).
P. 61, a note in the top margin of Night VI: “Urizen gives from South and East etc.
The | reverse of his nature’s way, which is the torch [?] | of the sun. Is this all his Fall?” In
addition, the word “falling” is underscored in l. 155.
P. 62, beside ll. 176-8 in Night VI, the marginal inscription: “vortex = science =
wheel = void” (in pencil).
P. 63, beside l. 194 in Night VI: “When he labours all is upward | When he rests all
is downcast.”
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Appendix Two
211. [YL 204]. [NLI 40,568/17; 32 sheets; envelope 1886].
---. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. London: William Blake, [c. 1790-3]; a handcolored facsimile of the original undated edition, [London: John Camden Hotten,
1868.] 27 leaves [Illustrated].
As noted in YL, this volume has been heavily annotated by Edwin J. Ellis, much less
so by W. B. Yeats and almost certainly after Ellis had characteristically filled most margins
with thoughts and conjectures of his own. Yeats’s inscriptions, while difficult to distinguish from those of Ellis, were made around 1890, during their collaboration editing The
Works of William Blake (1893). Ellis’s marginalia can be dated from the inscription on the
flyleaf, beside a large facial portrait of a male figure, drawn in pencil, accompanied by a
much smaller sketch of a dog (in upper right corner): “April 1870.”
Title-p. verso and first unnumbered page facing it, bearing Plate 2: entirely in the
hand of Ellis except for the following, seemingly by Yeats: “dark blue | opacity true |
mental | state” within a large angle bracket directing attention to the painted sky (in blue
gradient from dark to light) in the upper right part of Blake’s figure in the tree). Also at the
lower right-hand corner of the plate, accompanying drawn lines leading to the jet-black
color of the tree and ground, two notes: “dark | earth” and “opacity extreme of physical
experience.”

FIGURE 6: MHH, Plate 2
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Plate 3: Ellis annotations filling much of the surrounding marginal space.
Plate 4, pencil sketches of three male heads and a small nude figure of a young man,
studies by Ellis, probably, the larger of the heads resembling one of Blake’s demons.
Plate 5 and facing verso page: almost entirely filled with Ellis’s notes.
Plate 6, inscribed beside Blake’s line “[Jehov]-ah fell, & formed a heaven of what he
stole from the Abyss”: “—W.B.Y.” (in left margin) and (in right margin) the word “new”
written above a long drawn line as if to differentiate between Ellis’s older notes (below)
from the following one inscribed in the upper margin, over Blake’s text, by Yeats: “He
formed re-generation from what he | learned from generation.” This argues with Ellis’s
“The Abyss = material | not the mental – | hence the generation | world, not the | regeneration” (at right).

FIGURE 7: MHH, Plate 6
Plate 7, in top margin: “i.e. fall (into generation) (he) | Steals from the abyss (experience) | From a heaven – (imagine.)” attached to a drawn line to the first of the “Proverbs of
Hell”; beside the second proverb is the notation “see above” adjoined to an arrow pointing
to the annotation just cited, seemingly continuing Ellis’s note on Plate 6 (quoted in the
preceding entry).
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FIGURE 8: MHH, Plate 7
Plate 8: scant marginal notes by Ellis (in pencil) and, as in Plate 7, numbering of
proverbs in ink.
Plate 9: one slight note by Ellis and continued numbering at left.
Plate 10: numbering of proverbs at left.
Plate 11, in top margin: “Go back for 9 – to what is here 4” (in red crayon); and,
in ink, at left beside the colored illustration, the word “innocence” (both inscriptions
plausibly by Yeats).
Plate 12: two slight inscriptions, probably by Ellis.
Plate 13: scant notations by Ellis in right and bottom margins.
Plate 14: notations by Ellis in left, right, and lower margins.
Plate 15: substantial commentary by Ellis in left margin with scant notes at right.
Plate 16: Notations in top margin, above Blake’s five seated figures, to correlate them
to Man (bound), the four mystic elements and four character names in other Blake poems
(possibly in Yeats’s hand).
Plate 17: substantial notes by Ellis in upper and left magins, with slight reference to
Jerusalem in right margin.
Plates 18-24: clean.
Plate 25 (in “A Song of Liberty”): marginal notations by Ellis surrounding text on
all sides.
Plate 26 (in “A Song of Liberty”): marginalia by Ellis surrounding text.
Plate 27 (in “A Song of Liberty”): note by Ellis in upper margin only.
Back flyleaf, a pencil study of a male nude, drawn from a semi-aerial view.
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212. [YL 205]. [NLI 40,568/18; 2 sheets; envelope 1894].
---. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell [and] The Book of Los. Offprints bound in
one vol. from Century Guild Hobby Horse 2 (1887): 137-57 and 5 (1890): 82-9.
[London: K. Paul, Trench and Co.] Includes an introductory note to The Book of
Los by F. York Powell.
Inside front cover, the inscription: “W B Yeats. | These reprints of ‘Book of Los’ & of
‘Heaven & Hell’ | were published in the ‘Hobby Horse’ and were | bound into this book
in November 1891.”
P. 148, in “A Memorable Fancy” (beginning “I was in a Printing house in Hell”),
at “In the fifth chamber were Unnam’d forms, which cast the metals into the expanse,”
is inscribed: “Compare the [possibly four or five Hebrew letters, undecipherable] | The
Nameless ones of the | Kabala. They are called | sometimes ‘The nameless | terrors’ & are
the | symbols of the void.” Also, at “In the first chamber was a Dragon-Man, clearing
away the rubbish from a cave’s mouth . . . hollowing the cave” is laid the symbol to denote
“earth”: . At “In the second chamber was a Viper folding round the rock & the cave,
and others adorning it with gold, silver and precious stones” is laid the symbol for “water”:
. At “In the third chamber was an Eagle with wings and feathers of air, he caused the
inside of the cave to be infinite; around were numbers of Eagle-like men, who built places
in the immense cliffs,” the symbol for “air” . At “In the fourth chamber were Lions of
flaming fire raging around & melting the metals into living fluids” is inscribed the symbol
for “fire”:.
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Appendix Three
2048. [YL 2036]. [NLI 40,568/236; 43 sheets; envelope 1361]. [See Chapman,
YA 15 (2002): 288-312].
Swedenborg, Emanuel. Angelic Wisdom Concerning the Divine Love and Concerning the Divine Wisdom. Trans. J. J. Garth Wilkinson and Rudolph L. Tafel. London:
Swedenborg Society, 1883. xvi, 214 pp.

FIGURE 9
Facing half-title p. (on verso of flyleaf ): “The annotations copied on the margins
| are transcribed from the annotations | by William Blake in the British | Museum copy
of this book | WBY. || The Museum copy was originally | belonging to Tatham”. In ink,
below this in pencil: “Any markings made by me are in | pencil. WBY”. For account of
Blake’s marginalia, see Edwin Ellis, “The Notes to Swedenborg” in The Real Blake (London: Chatto and Windus, 1907), 106-15. See Figure 10.
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Half-title page, [i], in ink: “W B Yeats | April 20th”. See Figure 10, below.

FIGURE 10
Facing title page, [ii], the annotation by Yeats: “There is no good will. Will is always
evil——(the rest rubbed out)”.
Title page, [iii]: “Edwin J. Ellis | to | —W.[superimposed over “J.”] B. Yeats | with
| best wishes”
Yeats’s marginalia passim, pen, as described above (on verso of flyleaf ). Pencil markings, pp. 25, 2629, 32, 33, 37, 51, 53, 54, 57, 73, 151.
P. 1, inscription in lower right margin at the end of paragraph 1: “They also | perceive
this | from knowledge | but not from | the natural | part”. Beneath this note, a horizontal line separates the inscription from the following one beside paragraph 2: “This was |
known to | me and [?to] | Thousands”.
P. 3, marginal note beside paragraph 7: “What are | a natural | ideas [sic]” (“are” has
been superimposed over “is”).
P. 3, “mark this” written in lower right margin to the right of a curly brace, denoting
a sentence in Swedenborg’s paragraph 7: “A man, nevertheless may comprehend this by
natural thought, provided he admits into it something of spiritual light.”
P. 3, beside par. 7, the inscription “Poetic Idea” is inscribed beside Swedenborg’s sentence “A spiritual idea does not derive anything from space, but it derives its all from state.”
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P. 4 (See Figure 11), underscoring in first sentence of paragraph 8: “It may appear
from these premises, that by a merely natural idea a man cannot comprehend that the
Divine is everywhere, and yet not in space; and that angels and spirits comprehend this
clearly; consequently that a man also may, provided he admits into his thought something
of spiritual light.”
P. 4 (See Figure 11), at paragraph 8, the following note, in left margin, beside the
underscored word “natural” (see above): “observe the | distinction | here between | Natural
and | Spiritual | as seen by | Man”.
P. 4 (See Figure 11), a note in right margin beside paragraph 8: “man may | comprehend | but not | his natural | or external man.”
P. 4 (See Figure 11), marginal inscription beside paragraph 10 (lower left): “He who
loves | feels love | descend | into him & | if he has | wisdom may | perceive it is from | the
Poetic Genius | which is the Lord.”
P. 5 (See Figure 11), the following marginal inscription beside paragraph 11: “Man
can | have no | idea of | anything | greater than | man as | cup cannot | contain | more than
| its capacious-| -ness. But | God is a | man not | because he | is so | perceived | by man |
but | because | he is the | creator | of Man.” This note is partially circumscribed by a stroke
referring to Swedenborg’s sentence: “The Gentiles, especially the Africans, who acknowledge and worship one God, the Creator of the universe, entertain concerning God the
idea of a man; they say that no one can have any other idea of God. When they hear that
a number of persons entertain the idea of God.”

FIGURE 11
l

P. 5 (See Figure 11), marginal inscription follows beneath the stroked line noted
above: “Think of | a white cloud | as holy [?then]| cannot love | it but think | of a holy |
man within | the cloud | love springs | up in your | thought, for | to think of | holiness |
apart from | distinct from | man is | impossible to the affections. | Thought alone can make
| monsters [the] but the | affections cannot.”
P. 6, underscoring in paragraph 12 as indicated: “The idea of the common people in
the Christian world concerning God is as of a man because God in the Athanasian doctrine of the Trinity is called a Person. But those who are more sapient than the common
people pronounce God to be invisible. This they do because they cannot comprehend how
God, as a man, could have created heaven and earth … ”.
P. 6, marginal inscription beside paragraph 12: “worldly wisdom | by the senses | or
demonstration | is the cause | of this.” Also, a note is inscribed at the end of paragraph 13:
“the negation | of the Poetic | Genius.”
P. 6, marginal note beside paragraph 14: “Thought without | affection [?makes] | a
distinction | between Love | and Wisdom | as it does | between body | and spirit”.
P. 10, inscription in right margin at the end of paragraph 27: “but one | and the same
| essence | is therefore | Essence and | not Identity.”
P. 10, a long note in left margin next to paragraph 27 and wrapping below paragraph
28 in bottom margin: “Answer—| Essence is not | Identity but | from Essence | proceeds
| Identity & | from one | Essence may | proceed many | Identities as | from one | affection
| may proceed | many thoughts | Surely this | is an oversight | That there is | but one |
omnipotent | Uncreate | and [?a] god | I agree but | that there is but one Infinite I do not.
For if all but | God is not Infinite they shall come to an end which | God forbid If the
Es Essence was the same as the identity there | could be but one Identity which is false.
Heaven would upon | this plan be but a [?clock].”
P. 14, underscoring in paragraph 40, about mid-page, as follows: “and if the cause lies
deep, the mind cannot investigate it unless it keeps the understanding for a long time in
spiritual light”; in the left margin there is inscribed the note: “This man | can do | while
in | the body”.
P. 14, marginal note beside paragraph 41: “Demonstration | is only by | bodily senses”.
P. 17, marginal note beside paragraph 49, “False | Take it so | or the | contrary | it
comes | to the same | for if a | thing loves | it is | infinite | perhaps | we only | differ in | the
meaning | of the | words | infinite and | eternal”.
P. 24, part of paragraph 68 is circumscribed, around the sentences: “From this cause
it is that man from his hereditary evil reacts against God. But in proportion as he believes
that all his life is from God, and that all the good of life is from the action of God, and
all the evil of life from the reaction of man, in the same proportion reaction becomes the
property of the action, and the man acts with God, as from himself.” A drawn line leads
from this passage to a marginal note: “Good & | Evil are | here both | good & | the two |
contraries | married.”
P. 25, underscoring at the top of the page (in paragraph 65) as follows: “and then
from that light he disperses the thick darkness of the natural lumen, and relegates its fallacies from the middle to the sides.” The words “middle” and “the sides” are stricken, and,
written above them, respectively, are the words “centre” and “circumference”.
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P. 25, a marginal inscription next to paragraph 65: “When the | fallacies | of darkness
| are in the | circumference | circumference | they cast | a bound | about the | infinite”.
P. 25, a long marginal stroke next to much of paragraph 70, starting ten lines from
the beginning of the paragraph and continuing for 12 lines. The word “Excellent” is written in the margin at the end of the stroked passage.
P. 26, a marginal stroke beside much of paragraph 72.
P. 27, underscoring in paragraph 73, 18 lines from the top of the page: “From which
it is plain that time in the spiritual world is nothing else than quality of state.” A stroke
is laid beside the word “time.”
P. 27, underscoring in the first sentence of paragraph 74: “From these considerations
it may appear that time makes one with thought from affection; for the quality of a man’s
state arises therefrom.” Vertical and horizontal strokes in the right margin set off the first
two lines.
P. 27, stroke is laid beside the penultimate line of paragraph 76: “in thinking of God
from eternity he needs must fall into confusion.”
P. 28, responding to lines 2-3, the notation (in pencil): “head downward falling” (in
top margin).
P. 28, marginal strokes beside paragraph 76 (at lines 4-7 and last line), paragraph 77
(at lines 4-6), and paragraph 79 (at last two lines on the page).
P. 29, bracket at the top of the page (in left margin) before “as one angel…”; horizontal marginal strokes beside lines and 6.
P. 29, horizontal marginal stroke beside the penultimate line of paragraph 81.
P. 29, beside paragraph 82, horizontal strokes beside the word “vacuum” (at the end
of line 3) and beside the following 2 or 3 lines near the bottom of the page: “He exhorts
those who converse with him concerning Vacuum, to beware of the idea of nothing, calling it a swoon, because in nothing no actuality of mind is possible.”
P. 30, beside paragraph 83, a marginal stroke beside the words “communicate only by
correspondences” (at line 6), and, a few lines further down, another stroke is laid beside
this sentence: “Heat in the natural world corresponds to the good of charity in the spiritual world, and light in the natural world corresponds to the truth of faith in the spiritual
world.”
P. 30, a marginal stroke about three-fourths of the way down, marking off this sentence: “They make one in this way, that when a man in the Word reads heat and light,
then the spirits and angels who are with the man, instead of heat perceive charity, and
instead of light faith.”
P. 30, underscoring in the last sentence on the page: “Now because heat and light
cannot derive their origin from any other….”
P. 31, a drawn line in the top margin, above Swedenborg’s words (continuing from
preceding page) “source than from a sun,” leads to the inscription: “In Genesis | light is
created | before the Sun”.
P. 31, a stroke marks the first two lines of paragraph 85: “That there is another sun
than the sun of the natural world has hitherto been unknown.”
P. 31, a marginal stroke is laid beside first two lines of par. 86: “That sun is not the
Lord Himself, but from the Lord. It is the Divine Love and the Divine Wisdom proceeding which [line 2 ends here] appear as a sun in that world.”
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P. 32, a marginal stroke beside last sentence of paragraph 88: “Influx takes place by
correspondences, and it cannot take place by continuity.”
P. 33, a long marginal stroke beside the entire length of paragraph 92.
P. 36, a marginal stroke beside lines 5-10 of paragraph 103; this is connected to a
circumscribed inscription at left in the margin: “above is within” (i.e., in Swedenborg, “by
the Most High is signified the inmost”).
P. 37, in paragraph 106, slight underscoring at the end of the paragraph: “…thus
could not lend a subordinate aid to the sun of the spiritual world”; beside this is a marginal stroke followed by an exclamation point beside, at the word “sun”.
P. 51, slight underscoring in paragraph 147: “Now because the Divine which proceeds from the Lord as a sun is in Light and Heat, and the light and heat flow first into
universal recipients, which in the world are called atmospheres….”
P. 53, beside paragraph 154, a marginal stroke beside the sentence: “In the sun,
which is the First proceeding of the Divine Love and the Divine Wisdom, is the end of
all things; in the spiritual world are the causes of all things; in the natural world are the
effects of all things.” Doubly stroked are the last two lines of the sentence, which begin
with “end” and close with “But.”
P. 54, a marginal stroke beside paragraph 156, next to lines 3 and 4: “space, or from
time to time, thus progressively and successively, but from eternity and from infinity; not
from eternity of time….”
P. 56, a marginal inscription beside paragraph 163: “False | philosophy | according |
to the | letter but | true according | to the spirit”.
P. 57, underscoring in paragraph 164: “and all natural things from their origin are
dead, and suns are origins”; there is also a marginal stroke beside this line, below which is
inscribed the note: “how could | life create | death”.
P. 57, a marginal note beside paragraph 165: “they exist | literally | about the | sun
and | not about | the earth.”
P. 57, underscoring in paragraph 166: “That all things were created by the Lord
through the living sun, and nothing through the dead sun, may appear from this consideration […]”. Beside this is the marginal inscription: “the dead | sun is | only a | phantasy
| of evil | men.”
P. 63, underscoring in paragraph 181: “nor do they see spiritual light except by a
perception of truth. Now as man, so long as he is in natural heat and light, knows nothing of the spiritual heat and light within him”; the partial underlining of “perception”
(which is queried) extends into a marginal stroke along paragraph 181 and then partially
circumscribes the marginal inscription: “He speaks | of men as | mere earthly | men not |
as receptacles | of spirit | or else he | contradicts | p. 257.”
P. 63, a marginal note is written beside paragraph 182: “This is | certainly not | to be
understood | according | to the letter | for it is false | by all | experience also | Does not | or
may not | know of | love and | wisdom | in himself.”
P. 73, a marginal stroke beside paragraph 206.
P. 78, a marginal stroke beside part of paragraph 220, encompassing 13 lines of text:
“From these things the conclusion is formed…substances and matters, which are subjects.” Beside the stroke is inscribed: “The whole | of the New | Church is | in the | Active
life | & not in | ceremonies | at all”.
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P. 84, a marginal inscription running beside and beneath paragraph 237: “Study sciences | till you are | blind study | intellects | till you are | cold yet | science can- | -not teach
| intellect | much less | can intellect | teach affection | How foolish | then is it to | assert
that | man is born | in only one | degree when | that one | degree is | reception | of the 3 |
degrees | two of which | he must | destroy | or close | up or they | will descend, | if he close
| up the two. | Superior | then he is | not truly | in the 3 but | descends out it into mere
Nature or Hell See N 239 | Is it not also evident that one degree will not open | the other
& that science will not open intellect”.
P. 84, beside the paragraph number “238” is a marginal note: “see N 239”.
P. 85, inscription beginning in upper margin and wrapping around to right margin,
continuing the long comment on p. 84: “but that they are discrete and not continuous
so | as to explain each other except by correspondence | which has nothing to do with
demonstration for | you cannot demonstrate one degree by the other | for how can science
be brought to demonstrate | intellect | without | making | them | continuous | & not |
discrete.”
P. 85, marginal note beside paragraph 239: “Mark this | it explain[s] | N 238.” Also,
underscoring in paragraph 239, as follows: “In a word, the mind of man, which consists
of a will and an understanding from creation…if he becomes an angel, and then he speaks
ineffable things and things incomprehensible to the natural man.” Beside the underscored
passage from Swedenborg, the following inscription: “Not to a | man but | to the natural
| man.”
P. 86, underscoring in paragraph 241: “Every one who consults his reason whilst it is
in the light, is able to see that a man’s love is the end of all things belonging to him .…”
P. 87, marginal stroke next to paragraph 244, marking the following sentence in Swedenborg: “From which it also follows, that the understanding does not lead the will, that
wisdom does not produce love, but that it simply teaches and shows the way; it teaches
how a man ought to live, and it shows the way in which he ought to go.” Beside this stroke
is the inscription: “Mark | this.”
P. 94, an underscoring in paragraph 256: “From this it is evident, that man, so long
as he lives in the world, and is thereby in the natural degree, cannot be elevated into very
wisdom, such as it is with the angels. . . .” Next to underscoring, the inscription: “See Sct
[for “Section”?]| 4 of the | next | number.” The referral is to item 4 in paragraph 257. Also,
a marginal stroke beside “laying,” the last word on the page, in item 4 of paragraph 257..
P. 95, a drawn line leads to the right margin, partially circumscribing the end of item
3 in paragraph 257 so that the words “an influx then from above into the spiritual things
of his mind” seem to be set off. Beside this is inscribed: “This is to | be understood | as
unusual | in our | time but | common | in ancient”.
P. 95, underscoring in item 5 of paragraph 257: “thought comes out of its spiritual
substances but not out of its natural substances”; a marginal stroke beside “substances”
separates first inscription (above) from this one: “Many per-| -versely | understand | him
as if | man while | in the body | was only | conversant | with natural | substances | because
themselves | are mercenary | and worldly | and have no | idea of any | but worldly | gain.”
P. 100, a marginal inscription beside paragraph 267: “Who shall | dare to say | after
this | that all el-| -evation is | of self and is | enthusiasm | and madness | and is it | not plain
that | self derived | intelligence | in worldly | demonstration.”
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P. 114, a marginal inscription beside the beginning of paragraph 294: “This assertion
| that the natural | sun is not | Life explains | how the natural | sun is dead.”
P. 114, an underscoring four lines from the end of paragraph 294: “but not men with
their natural ideas”. Also, a marginal note beside the same passage: “How | absurd then |
would it be | to say that | no man on | earth has | a spiritual | idea after | reading N 257”.
P. 115, a marginal note beside paragraph 295: “They could | not tell | him in | natural
ideas | how absurd | must man | be to understand | him as if | he said | things could | not
express | themselves | at all to him.
P. 118, underscorings in paragraph 304: “These also from their primes [“primes”
replaced by “first principles,” interlineally] where they are in light, pass quite to ultimates,
where they are in shade; or from their primes where they are in heat to ultimates where
they are not in heat.”
P. 118, a marginal inscription beside paragraph 304: “We see here | that the cause |
of an ultimate | is the absence | from heat | and light.”
P. 122, a marginal inscription beside paragraph 315: “Therefore the | Natural Earth
| [?] atmosphere | is a phantasy.”
P. 122, an underscoring in paragraph 315: “but not by any forces from their own sun,
which viewed in themselves are null”; beside this is the marginal inscription: “Mark this”.
P. 122, in two instances the word “primes” is cancelled and replaced, interlineally, in
paragraph 316, in lines 13 and 14, by “first principles”; beside these lines is inscribed a
marginal note: “a going | forth and | returning”.
P. 125, a marginal note inscribed beside paragraph 324: “cases and | substances | are
so | different as | not to | correspond”.
P. 130, a cross has been drawn in the margin beside paragraph 336; also, a short marginal stroke stands beside the last line in paragraph 337 and first two lines of paragraph
338.
P. 151, a marginal stroke beside the last 4 lines of the page.
P. 170, extensive underscoring in paragraph 404: “The thought indeed which is of
the natural mind exists in the first place; but thought out of the perception of truth which
is out of the affection of truth, exists in the last place; this thought is the thought of wisdom, but the other is thought out of the memory through the sight of the natural mind.”
A marginal stroke is laid beside the underscored text with the inscription: “Note this.”
P. 174, a marginal stroke beside the following sentence in paragraph 409: “More
may be seen above on this subject, no. 401, where it is shown that the love or will is not
able to do anything through its human form apart from marriage with the wisdom or
understanding.”
P. 174, extensive underscoring near the bottom of the page in paragraph 410: “From
these things it may be seen, that the love or will conjoins itself to the wisdom or understanding, and that the wisdom or understanding does not conjoin itself to the love or
will.”
P. 175, three marginal strokes beside paragraph 410. The first stroke appears beside
the first six lines on the page, beside which is the inscription “Mark | this”. The next stroke
is set beside lines 7-12, accompanied by the inscription “Mark this”. Finally, a stroke is
laid beside the last 9 lines of paragraph 410: “For the life of a man is his love, as was shown
above … but all from some determination of the love which is called an affection.” Beside
this is the marginal inscription: “Mark | this.”
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P. 176, an underscoring in paragraph 411: “From these things it again appears that
the love conjoins itself to the understanding, and not the converse, and that the reciprocal
conjunction also is from the love.” A marginal inscription is laid beside this: “Mark | this”.
P. 176, extensive underscoring in paragraph 412: “Any one who is well acquainted
with the anatomical fabric of the lungs, and collates it with the understanding, may see
clearly that the understanding does nothing of itself, does not perceive and does not think
of itself, but does all from the affections which are of the love.” Beside this is a vertical
sroke and the inscription: “Mark”. There are additional underscorings ten lines from the
bottom of the page: “My knowledge of the fabric of the lungs fully convinced me, that the
love through its affections conjoins itself to the understanding, and that the understanding does not conjoin itself to any affection of love, but that it is reciprocally conjoined by
love”; beside this is the inscription: “Mark”.
P. 177, paragraph 413, a marginal stroke beside these italicized lines: “The wisdom or
understanding, out of the potency given to it by the love or will, is able to be elevated, and to
receive those things which are of light from heaven, and to perceive them.” Beside the stroke is
the marginal inscription: “Mark | this”.
P. 178, a marginal inscription beside paragraph 414, ranging between lines 15 and
25: “Is it not | false then | that love | receives | its influence | thro the understanding | as
was | asserted | in the | society”.
P. 180, a marginal inscription beside paragraph 419, lines 6-11: “Therefore it | was
not | created | impure and | is not | naturally so”.
P. 181, a marginal inscription beside paragraph 419, lines 24-29: “Therefore it | does
not | receive | influx through | understanding”.
P. 182, a marginal stroke beside the first three lines of paragraph 421, with an inscription beside it: “Mark this | they are | elevated | together”. (That is, “love” and “will” are
“elevated together”.)
P. 183, underscorings in paragraph 422: “The understanding does not become spiritual and celestial, but the love does; and when the love so becomes, it also makes its spouse
the understanding spiritual and celestial.” The passage is accompanied by a marginal curly
brace.
P. 190, a marginal inscription is set beside the middle of the last paragraph of Swedenborg: “Heaven and | Hell are | born together”; also, a marginal stroke is laid vertically
beneath this notation, beside the penultimate sentence of the book: “After these things
were seen and pointed out, the angels said, that the two internal degrees, which were in
the order and in the form of heaven, were the receptacles of love and wisdom from the
Lord; and that the exterior degree, which was in opposition, contrary to the order and
form of heaven, was the receptacle of hellish love and insanity.…”
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